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p�nalti.�s: creatirq s. 559.)75,

compani"?s by the nepF1rtrnent of 3anking and

I. B

against licensees: cr�ating s. 559,377, Fl orida

1.24

Florida Sti'ltutes: requiring

[.25

�roviding a short title; cr<?�ting s. 559.JOS,
Florida Statutes; providing a statement of

purpo3e; ameniling s. 559.31, florida Statutes:

e�emptin9 certain ceMet�ries; �m�ndinq s.

Statut�s; requlrlnq notice of regulation:

1. �

.1.mending �. 559. 38,

:h� ke�ping and availability of certain

J. 10

l-11

St3t11t��; �rohibi.tinq ope ration of , ce,n�tery

1.12

licensurl:!:; providing for -1 f��: amen,Jinq s.

1- I J

16

for chang"! ryf i:ontrol of e�isting cqmet ries:

1. 14

Florida Statut�s: p rovidin'] for r�q•Jlation of

I. 15

,�

17

559.J-1, Floricia Statutes; !Jrovidi.ng proi:'?�ur�s

18

0

providln'l for a fee; amending s. 559.35,

I?
]0

�reviously existing ·r.emet.ery contp-"'nies;
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1.m�din1 s. 559.)7,

ll

3Uthorizlng exnminntion of �ff�irs of cemet�ry

;,

ll

271

131

I
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539.)705, Flori1a St-1.t.UtC!S; .111thori;:in9 th�
i.mp:,undm-:?nt of certain prop�rty and the

.:,ppointmPn�4 nf a rer:-elv�r or -'\rlmini!H.r-'lt-or by""

circuit court: am�nriing s. 559. )71,

FlnrlJ,1
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,v1minlstration of such funr.J: rt?stricting the

I.26/C.
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of tru9t fund income· and requiring not ice to
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trus���= prescribing pcoce<i�res for tho

19

l�ndinq of such funds; amenrling s. 559.42.
Florida St3tut��; provi�ing for the �isposltion

1
ll

C'1nsum�rs: cr!!ating s. 559.�25,

I

ll

©@ V
reproduced

1.20

f"lorld,1
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FLORIDA STA.TE ARrl, ., /ES
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Tallahassee;, FL 323S,

l.26/3

l. 26/9

Statui:e�: requiring r.ertain dep<)sits into ":.he

I.2�/ I '1

559,44, Florida Statutes; requiring financial

I. 26/l t

Florida St-.atut�s;

1. 26/1 2

c,1.re ,"lnd m-"'int�n,1.nc� trust fund; am-?nding s.
r"?P')rts; requiring inspect.ion of th� trust
f1md: ,1.mendlng ·s. 559.4405,

�stabllshlng liability; amending s. 559.441,
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Florida
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florir1a Statut�s;

disr:losur'i!s: amending s. 559.41,
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559.12, Florida Statutes; providing
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Burial without regard to race or color.--

15.62
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15.67
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06/05/80 SENATF
06/06/80 SENATE
06/25/80 SENATE
06/30/80

HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS

FLORIDA LEGISLATURE - REGULAR SESSION - 1980
PAGE

97

COMM. REPORT: FAVOPABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00809
0
CONCURRED; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 35 NAYS
-SJ 00921; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-254

�c �ENERAL BILL/CS BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS (SIMILAR H 18771
�EMETERIES l CEMETERY COMPANIES; ($UNSET) PROVIDES FOR REGULATION OF
CEMETE RY COMPANIES BY BANKING l FINANCE DEPT.; EXEMPTS CEPTAIN
CEMETERIES; PROHIBITS OPERATION OF A CEMETERY WITHOUT LICENSE, ETC.
AMENDS, PEVIVES l READOPTS CEPTAIN SECS. OF CH. 559; REPEALS
559.331,.39-.40; AMENDS 639.07,.20. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
02/21/80 SENATE PRFFILED
02/25/80 SENATE REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
03/25/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAP BY GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
04/08/80 SENATE !NTR�OUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
·SJ 00036; COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00061; PLACED ON SPECIAL
OPOER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIME -SJ 00073; C/S
PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 34 NAYS
2 -SJ 00074
04/14/80 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO REGULATORY REFrRM -HJ 00128
06/03/80 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM PEGULATORY REFORM -HJ 01012; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
06/04/80 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME -HJ 01071; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; R EAD
I
THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 103 NAYS
-HJ 01082
06/05/80 SENATE AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; CONCURRED IN
HOUSE AMENDMENTS AS AMENDED; PEOUESTED HOUSE TO CONCUR;
C/S PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 34 NAYS
0
-SJ 00795
06/06/80 HOUSE CONCURRED IN SENATE AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE AMENDMENTS;
PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 10 2 NAYS
O -HJ 01225
06/06/80 SENATE OPDEPED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
06/23/80 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
06/30/80
APPROVE D BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-238
S 0335 GENERAL BILL BY STFINBEPG AND OTHERS (IDENTIC AL H 06701
EDUCATION; INCREASES COST FACTOR FOR GIFTED PART-TIME PROGRAMS. AMENDS
E FFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
236.081.
02/22/80 SENATE PREF!LED
02/25/80 SENATE REFERRED TD EDUCATION, WAYS AND MEANS
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION, WAYS AND MEANS
-SJ 00036
04/21/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIMF GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
05/07/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GPANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
05/20/80 SEN ATE EXTFNSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
06/06/80 SENA TE WITHDRAWN FROM EDUCATION, WAYS AND MEANS; REFERRED TO
PULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 0336 GE NERAL SILL B Y HENDERSON (SIMILAR CS/H 03221
SWIMMING POOL WATER HEATERS; PROHIBITS USE OF CERTAIN SWIMMING POOL
HFATERS; PROHIBITS INCLUSION OF SUCH HEATERS IN CONSTRUCTION OF,
MODIFICATI0'-1 TO, OP ADDITION TO ANY SWIMMING POOL; PROVIDES EXCEPTIONS.
EFFECTIVE OATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
02/22/80 SENATE PREFILED
02/25/BO SENATE �EFERRED TO COMMERCE
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00036
04/21/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/06/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/22/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/28/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM COMMERCE; REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR
-SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 0337 GENERAL BILL/CS BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

(SIMILAR H 1652, S 1050,

07/30/80

17:51
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PA GE
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COMPARE CS/H 07171
AOMIN!STRATIVE PROCEDURES; DIRECTS ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES COMMI TTEF
TO REVIEW ADM!N. RULES l REQUEST REPEAL OF CERTAIN RULES; SPECIFIES
PURPOSES FOR WHICH COM. IS TO EXAMINE" PROPOSFD l EXISTING RULES; DIRECTS
STATE DEPT. TO CONTRACT FOR PUBLICATION OF FLA. tDMIN. CC'OE, ETC. AMENDS
(HS. 1 1, 120. APPROPPIATION: $200,000. EF FECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
02/22/80 SENATE PREFILED
02/25/80 SENATE REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, WAYS AND MEANS
03/17/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS: NOW IN
WAYS ANO MEANS
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO G OVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, WAYS
AND MEANS -SJ 00036; COMM. REPORT: C/S BY GOVERNMENTAL
OPFRATIONS -SJ 00061; NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00062
05/05/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
05/13/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
05/21/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
ey WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 003 68
06/06/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; WITHORAWN FROM
CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED,
REFFR TO C/S HB 717 ICH. 80-3911
S O 338 GENERAL BILL/CS BY NATURAL RESOURCES AND C ONSEPVAT!ON, TRASK ANO OTHERS
(S !MILAR H 0695, COMPARE ENG/H 0715, ENG/H 16111
STATE-OWNED LANDS; PROVIDES DEFINITIONS FOR SINGLE l MULTIPLE USES;
PFOVIDES THAT LANDS OWNED BY TIITF NOT DESIGNATED FOR �PECIFIC 51NGLE
USE SHALL RECFIVE MULTIPLE-USE MGT.; PROVIDES EACH STATE AGENCY MANAGING
SUCH LANDS SUBMIT TO STATE LANDS DIV. l Tl ITF A LANO MGT. P LAN, ETC.
CF EATES 253.034. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
02/22/80 SENATE PREFILED
02/25/80 SENATE REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION, WAYS
ANO MEANS
04/08/80 SENATE INTPODUCEO, REFE�RED TD NATURAL RESOURCES AND
CONSERVATION, WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00016
04/23/BO 5ENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COM MITTEE NATURAL RESOURCES
AND CONSERVATION
04/30/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION
-SJ 00230
05/01/80 SENATE NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00230
05/05/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
05 /13/80 SFNATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
05/26/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEA�S
06/06/80 SENATE. WITHDRAWN FROM WAYS AND MEANS; REFERRED TO RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/B O SENATE DIED IN COM"1ITTEE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED ,
REFER T O HB 7 1 5 (CH. 80-2801
S 0339 GENERAL Bl LL /C S PY COMMERCE (COMPARE CS/H 1733)
PAILPOADS; (SUNSET) PROVIDES P['WERS OF P.s.c. RE REGULATION OF
RAILROADS; PROVIDES FOR RATE APPROVAL; REQUIRES COMMISSION APPROVAL FOR
DI SCONTINUANCE OF CERTAIN SERVICE; PROVIDES HQUIREMENTS RE FREIGHT
RECEIPTS; PROV I DES FOR FEES, ETC. REPEALS NUMEROUS SE CT I CNS IN CH. 350.
EFFECT !VF DATE: 07/01/80.
02/22/80 SENATE PREFILED
02/25/80 SENATE REFERRED TO COMMERCE
03/17/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR 8Y COMMERCE
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00036; COMM.
REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE -SJ 00061;
P LACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; CIS READ F!OST TIME;
C/S PASSED; YEAS 39 NAYS
O -SJ 00063
04/10/80 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFER�ED TO REGULATORY REFORM -HJ 00118
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN./SIM./C�PARE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO C/S HB 1733 ICH. 80-2891
S 0340 GENERAL BILL/CS BY WAYS AND MEANS, JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL (SIMILAR
ENG/H 11651
PRIVATE INVESTIGATIVE AGENCIES; (SUNSET) PROVIDES POWERS OF STATE DEPT.;
PROVIDES MGR.· APPL Y FOR LICENSE l FOR EMPLOYMENT OF CLASS "F" LICENSEE
AFTER APPLICATION; ESTABLISHES APPL ICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR OWNERS/
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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b9 NAYS 23 -HJ 01179
RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -SJ 00989; PLACED ON
SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00987; PASSED; YEAS 25 NAYS
7 -SJ 00989; MOTION TO RECONSIDER -SJ 00990; REFE RRED
TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
WITHDRAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAR; PLACED ON SPECIAL
ORDER CALENDAR -SPJ 01014; RECONSIDERED -SPJ 0101b;
P ASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 29 NAYS
3 -SPJ 0101 7
CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 8b NAYS
19 -HPJ 01325; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
S IGNED SY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-24 7

H 1 870 GENERAL BILL /CS BY APPROPRIATIONS, KUTUN ANO OTHERS (SJMHAR S 13B71
ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION; PROVIDES FOR AN ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION TAX
CPEDIT TO BE ALLOWED AGAINST TAX IMPOSED UNDER CORPORATE INCOME TAX TO
BUSINESSES L OCATED JN S LUM OR BLIGHTED AREAS WHICH ESTABLISH NFW
BUSINFSS OR EXPAND EXISTING BUSINESS, ETC. AMENDS CHS. 220, 193, 195.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/81.
06/04/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01051
Ob/05/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 01193; C/S READ FIRST AND SECOND TIMES; AMENDMENT
ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS
64 NAYS 23 -HJ 01180
Ob/Ob/80 SEN ATE PECE!VED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -SJ 00989: PLACED ON
5PECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00987; PASSED; YEAS 26 NAYS
5 -SJ 00989; MOTION TD RECONSIDER -SJ 00990; REFERRED
TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SEN ATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAR; PLACED ON SPECIAL
ORDER CALENDAR -SPJ 01014; RECONSIDERED -SPJ 01017;
PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 31 NAYS
3 -SPJ 01020
Ob/07/80 HOUSE CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS FURTHEP AMENDED; YEAS 84 NAYS
lb -HPJ 01328; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
06/25/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED
BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-248
06/30/80
H l871 GENERAL BILL BY KUTUN AND OTHERS (SIMILAR S 13881
CrMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT; CREATES & PROVIDES FOR ADMINISTRATION OF STATE
PROGRAM AUTHORIZING USE OF TAX CREDITS TD ENCOURAGE BUSINESS FIRMS TO
CONTRIBUTE TO ELIGIBLE COMMUNITY DE VELOPMENT PROJECTS THAT TEND TO
!�PROVE SLUM OR BLIGHTED CONDITIONS; PROVIDES LIMITATIONS ON TAX
CREDITS, ETC. APPROPRIATION: S50,000. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
Ob/04/80 HO USE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01051
Qo/05/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01193; READ SECOND TIME;
AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 70 NAYS 23 -HJ 01181
Ob/05 /80 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES
Ob/06/80 SENATE REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
Ob107180 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAR -SPJ 01014; RECEIVED
-SPJ 01015; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
-SPJ 01014; PASSED; YEAS 32 NAYS
2 -SPJ 01015
Ob107 /80 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
06/25/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
Ob/30/80
A PPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-249
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ORDERED ENROLLED
SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND FILED WITH SECRETARY OF STATE

H 1873 GENERAL BILL BY KUTUN AND OTHERS (SIMILAR S 13921
COMMUNITY REVITALIZATION; PROVIDES LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS & INTENT;
PROVIDES FOR LEGISLATIVE STUDY & RECOMMENDATIONS; CREATES DADE COUNTY
MINORITY COMMUN ITY REVITALIZATION COMMISSION; PROVIDES FOR MEMBERSHIP,
POWERS & DUTIES OF COMMISSION. APPROPRIATION: $250,000. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
Ob/04/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRJATIONS -HJ 01051
06/05/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01193; READ SECOND TIME;
AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 58 NAYS 39 -HJ 01181
Ob 105 /80 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES
06/06/80 SENATE REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN C OMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
H 1874 GENERAL BILL BY KUTUN ANO OTHERS (SIMILAR S 13891
COMMUNITY DISASTER ASSISTANCE; CREATES COMMUNITY DISASTER ASSISTANCE ACT
OF l980 & COMMUNITY DISASTER PEVOLVING LOAN FUND, TO BE ADMINISTERED BY
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS DEPT.; SPECIFIES ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH LOAN FUNDS MAY &
MAY NOT BE USED; PROVIDES FOR REPAYMENT OF LOANS, ETC. APPROPRIATION:
ss,000,000. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
06/04/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO A PPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01052
06/05/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, P LACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01193; READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENT
ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME: PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 62
NAYS 28 -HJ 01182
06/05/80 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES
06/06/80 SENATE REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
H 1875 GENERAL BILL BY KUTUN ANO OTHERS (SIMILAR S 13901
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT; CREATES "COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
SUPPORT & ASSISTANCE PROGRAM"; PROVIDES FOR ADMINISTRATION OF SPECIAL
FUND BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS DEPT. FOR PURPOSE Of GRANTING LOANS & GR ANTS
lQ ELIGIBLE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORP. FOR STAFF & OTHER EXPENSES, ETC.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/30/80.
Ob/04/80 HO USE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ Ql052
06/05/80 HOUSF COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01193; READ SECOND TIME;
AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD T !ME; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS b5 NAYS 31 -HJ 011 82
06/05/80 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES
06/06/80 SENATE REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAR -SPJ 01014; RECEIVED
-SPJ 01015; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
SPJ 01014; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 29 NAYS
- SPJ 01015
06/07/80 HOUSE CONCURRED; PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 82 NAYS 21
·HPJ 01328; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
06/25/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-250
06/30/80

H 1876 GENERAL BILL BY KUTUN AND OTHERS (SIMILAR S 13911
CPJMINAL JUSTICE; CREATES STATEWIDE COUNCIL FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE
H 187 2 CONCURRENT RESOLUTION BY KUTUN AND OTHERS (IDENTICAL S 13931
ADVOCACY WITHIN OFFICE OF GOVERNOR; PROVIDES FOR MEMBE�SHIP TERMS &
DADE CO. SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING; URGES CONGRESS & PRESIDENT OF UNITED
RE SPONSIBILITIES; CREATES A CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADVOCACY COMMITTEE IN EACH
STATES TQ RELfASE FUNDS IMMEDIATELY TO AID IN ALLEVIATING PROBLEMS WHICH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, ETC. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
EX 1ST IN DADE COUNTY & SURROUNDING AREAS.
06/04/80
HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01052
Ob/04/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01051
Oe/07/80
HOUSE OIEO IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
Ob/05/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
A PPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01193; READ SECOND TIME; ADOPTED;
�'ENERAL BILL BY REGULATORY REFORM (SIMILAR CS/S 03341
YEAS 88 NAYS
b -HJ 01181
�EMETER!FS & CEMETE RY COMPANIES; (SUNSET! PROVIDES FOR REGULATION OF
Ob I 05 IBO SEN ATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES
CEMETERY COMPANIES BY BANKING� FINANCE DEPT.; EXEMPTS CERTAIN
Ob /Ob /BO SENATE REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
CEMETERIES; PROHIBITS OPERA TION OF A CEMETERY WITHOUT LICENSE, ETC.
06/07/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAR -SPJ 01014; RECEIVED
AMENDS, REVIVES & READOPTS CERTAIN SECS. OF CH. 559; REPEALS
·SPJ 01015; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
559.331,.39-.40: AMENDS 639.07,.20. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
-SPJ 01014; ADOPTED; YEAS 28 NAYS
5 -SPJ 01015
CONTINUED
ON NEXT PAGE
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INTRODUCTION DEFERRED, REFER To C/S Se 33't ((H.
80-2381

H I '78

GENERAL BILL BY KUTUN AND OTHERS
COMMUNITY REVITALIZATION; AUTHORIZES CHARTER CO\J'ITIES TD ESTABLISH
COMlf.JNITY REVITALIZATION BOARD; PROVIDES FOR APPOINTMENT OF SUCH BOARD
BY GOVERNOR; PROVIDES POWERS & DUTIES RE COMMUNITY REVITALIZATION & THE
REHABILITATION & REVITALIZATION OF A DISTRESSED AREA, ETC.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/30/80.
06/05/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01122; COMM.
REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENOA� BY APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 01193; READ SECOND TIME -HJ 01182; AMENDMENTS
ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 86
NAYS
5 -HJ 01184
0 ,/05/ 80 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES
06 /06/80 SENA TE REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 0!010
06/07/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES ANO CALENDAR -SpJ 01014; RECEIVFD
-SPJ 01016; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
-SPJ OlOl't; PASSED; YEAS 31 NAYS
4 -SPJ 01016
06/07/80 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
06/25/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
06/30/80
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-251

H

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION BY EVANS
MOTORBOAT "KILL SWITCHES"; URGES D.N.R. TO INVESTIGATE COST &
FEASIBILITY OF PREPARING S HORT PUBLIC INTEREST COMMERCIAL WHICH WOULD
FURTHER HIGHLIGHT AVAILABILITY OF "KILL SWITCHES" & VALUE OF "KILL
SWITCH" USE ON MOTORBOATS.
06/06/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME;
ADOPTED -HJ 01207
06/06/80 SENATE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; ADOPTED; YEAS 31 NAYS
O -SJ 00996
06/06/80 HOUSF ORDERED ENROLLED
06/25/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO FILED WITH SECRETARY OF STATE

i 879

H 1880 GENERAL SILL BY THOMPSON, GUSTAFSON (SIMILAR CS/S 11661
JUDICIARY; PROVIDES FOR RESIDENCE OF CERTAIN CJRCUIT JUDGES; PROVIDES
FOP ADDITIONAL CIRCUIT JUDGES; CHANGES NUMBER OF COUNTY COURT J UDGES;
DROVI6ES FOR ADDITIONAL APPELLATE COURT JUDGES; PROVIDES FOR ELECTIONS.
AMENDS 26.021,.031, 3't.022, 35.06. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
06/06/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME; READ
THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 94 NAYS
4 -HJ 01247
06/06/80 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES; REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR
-SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAR -SPJ 01014; RECEIVED
·SPJ OI02't; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
-SPJ 01014; PASSED; YEAS 3't NAYS
2 -SPJ 01024
06/07/80 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
06/17/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
06/23/80
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-!6't
H !881 JOINT RESOLUTION BY HABEN
EXTENSION OF REGULAR 1980 SESSION; EXTENDS THE 1980 REGULAR SESSION OF
THE LEGISLATURE UNTIL MIDNIGHT, JUNE 7, 1980.
06/06/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME; READ
THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 82 NAYS 19 -HJ 01301
06/D6/80 SENATE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; PASSED; YEAS 36 NAYS
SJ 01011
06/06/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND FILED WITH SECRETARY OF STATE
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Florida Cemetery Act
Sunset Legislation
SuBJE CT:

I.

SUMMARY:
A.

Ho. AND SPONSOR:
SB 334 By
Senator Dunn and
Governmental Operations

BILL

Present Situation:

The Florida Cemetery Act, chapter 559, part IV, F.S., is
repealed effective July l, 19 80, pursuant to the Regulatory
Reform Act of 1976, unless reenacted by the Legislature.

Cemetery companies are licensed by the Department of Bankins
and Finance and are required to maintain certain trust
funds. All cemetery companies must maintain a care and
maintenance trust fund to provide for the perpetual upkeep
of the cemetery. A cemetery company must maintain a
merchandise trust fund if it sells merchandise which will
not be delivered within 120 days after the sale. A cemetery
company which sells space in a mausoleum or bank of below
ground crypts prior to the construction of the mausoleum
or bank is required to establish a preconstruction trust
fund. An applicant must pay an initial filing fee of
$500 and, if approved for licensure, must pay an annual
license fee of $250 and a fee of $150 per man-day 1vhen
audited.
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Cemetery sales organizations, cemetery management organiza
tions, and cemetery brokers are also licensed by the
department. Sales and management organizations contract
vlith cemetery companies to provide services to the companies.
Brokers arrange the sale of merchandise between legal
entities other than cemetery companies. License fees are
$400 for sales and management organizations and $200 for
broke rs. T he ann ual rene1-1 al f ee is $ 25 O .

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:

The statute would be amended to improve wording and
organization and to give cemetery companies additional time
to make trust fund deposits and to file financial reports.
The department would be authorized to institute proceedings
to recover trust fund. shortages.

Fees would be set by rule by the department at a level
sufficient to insure the continued funding of the provisionsI
The maximum filing fee for a new cemetery
of part IV.
would be inc reased to S l , 0 0 0 . The ma x imum rene1·1 al fee
The ma x imum a udit fee w ould
1-1 ou ld be in c reased to S 5 0 0 .
be $500 per man-day when audited.
Cemetery sales organizations, cemetery management organiza
tions, and cemetery brokers would not be regulated.
C ha pter 6 3 9 , F . S . , " B u r i al I ns u ranc e and C ontract s , " 1·1 ould
be amended to provide that persons who contract with
cemetery companies would not have to be licensed pursuant
to that chapter.

I [lL,T::

SENATE STA FF ANALYS] s Arm ECOilOf·llC IMPACT STATEME//T

A nalyst: Becia
Staff Director: Overstreet
Subject: Florida Cemetery Act
Sunset Legislation

I I.
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SB 334 By Senator Dunn
and Governmental Operations

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
C emetery companies would have to pay increased fees.
Maximum fees would be $1,000 for application, $500 for
renewal, and $500 per man-day when audited. These fees
would probably be passed on to consumers as business
expenses.
Government:

B.

The department's Division of Finance, which enforces the
law, estimates that it will spend $90,000 more to administer
the law than it raises in FY 1979-80. The additional funds
necessary are derived from other activities regulated by
the division, investment income, and a surplus in the
division's Regulatory Trust Fund.
Fees v1ould continue to
be deposited into the Regulatory Trust Fund and would pay
the cost of regulation.
The division director, James Allen, estimates that adequate
financing would be raised by charging S200 per man-day when
audit e d and $ 500 for l i cense rene11 al s.
I I I.

COMMENTS:
The re are 164 cemetery companies, 15 sales oiganizations, and
4 management organizations licensed in Florida. There are no
cemetery brokers currently licensed.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None
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SUBJECT:

Florida Cemetery Act
Sunset Legislation
I.

BILL No. AND SPONSOR:

CS/SB 334 By
Governmental Operations

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
The Florida Cemetery Act, chapter 559, part IV, F.S., is repealed
effective July l, 1980, pursuant to the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976,
unless reenacted by the Legislature.
Cemetery companies are licensed by the Department of Banking and
Finance and are required to maintain certain trust funds. All cemetery
companies must maintain a care and maintenance trust fund to provide
for the perpetual upkeep of the cemetery. A cemetery company must
maintain a merchandise trust fund if it sells merchandise or services
which will not be delivered within 120 days after the sale. A cemetery
company which sells space in a mausoleum or bank of belowground crypts
prior to the construction of the mausoleum or bank is required to
establish a preconstruction trust fund. An applicant must pay an
initial filing fee of $500 and, if approved for licensure, must pay an
annual license fee of $250 and a fee of $150 per man-day when audited.
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Cemetery sales organizations, cemetery management organizations, and
cemetery brokers are also licensed by the department. Sales and
management organizations contract with cemetery companies to provide
services to the companies. Brokers arrange the sale of merchandise
between legal entities other than cemetery companies. License fees are
$400 for sales and management organizations and $200 for brokers. The
annual renewal fee is $250.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The statute would be amended to improve wording and organization.
A contract for the sale of merchandise or services would have to state
the conditions under which it could be canceled and describe the property
and services to be delivered or performed. Merchandise or services
delivered at no cost would require a trust fund deposit.
Cemetery companies selling mausoleum or crypt space prior to construction
would be required to make refunds upon the purchaser's request if
construction was not completed on time. Withdrawals could be made from
the preconstruction trust fund as construction proceeded and in the event
a purchaser accepted a substitute crypt.
Cemetery companies would be required to post notice of regulation.
Applicants would pay filing fees set by department rule not exceeding
$600.
The statute would specify 17 grounds for disciplinary action by the
department.
The department could issue subpoenas and institute proceedings to
recover trust fund shortages.

Date March 26, 1980 (Re,,
SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPhCT STATEMENT
Analyst: Becia
Staff Directo r: Overstreet
Subject: Florida Cemetery Act
Sunset Legislation

Bill No. And Sponsor:
CS/SB 334 By
Governmental Operations

Department rules could be challenged if they were anticompetitive.
Burials in church cemeteries could be limited to church members and their
families.
Relatives and descendants of deceased persons buried in small family
cerneteries on private property would have an easement to visit the burial
grounds.
Cemetery sales organizations, cemetery management organizations, and
cemetery brokers would not be regulated. Chapter 639, F.S., "Burial
Insurance and Contracts," would be amended to provide that the persons
who contract with cemetery companies would not have to be licensed
pursuant to that chapter.
I I.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Applicants could be required to pay a maximum filing fee of $600.

B.

Government:
The department estimates a revenue loss of approximately $4,750 annually
as a result of the deregulation of cemetery sales organizations, cemetery
management organizations, and cemetery brokers. The department does not
anticipate any change in expenditures.
Fees would continue to be deposited in the department's Regulatory Trust
Fund.

I I I. COMMENTS:
There are 164 cemetery companies, 15 sales organizations, and 4 management
organizations licensed in Florida. There are no cemetery brokers currently
licensed.
IV. AMENDMENTS:
None
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Amendment 1-On page 1, lines 26-31, and on page 2, lines
1-2, strike on page 1, all of lines 26 through and including
line 31, and on page 2, all of lines 1 through and including
line 2 and insert: Internal Improvement Trust Fund had no
title &P � to convey tfte e&HH!, the Board of Trustees of
the Internal Improvement Trust Fund shall refund to said
party a sum of money equal to the price paid for the land,

the actual costs of any improvements made on the land, the
amount of taxes paid by the party since the conveyance, plus
interest on this sum at the rate of eight percent per year. If
title has failed and the land is regained by reason of the fact
that the Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust
Fund had no right to convey the property, the Board of
Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund shall refund
to said party a sum of money equal to the appraised value
as determined pursuant to s. 253.025(4), provided such person
shall not be held liable for any claim arising out of the use
or occupancy prior to such failure of title. If two appraisals
are required, the sum refunded shall be the average of the
two appraised values. If three appraisals are required, the
sum refunded shall be the average of the two appraised values
which are most
Amendment 2--On page 1, line 21, after the word "hereto
fore" and before the comma insert: purchased in good faith
and for value, or whose predecessor in title may have so pur
chased

Amendment 3-On page 1, line 8, after the ";" (semicolon)
insert: removing liability for use or occupancy;
On motion by Senator Hair, by two-thirds vote SB 232 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-40
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel
Nays-None

Frank
Gordon
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson

Hill

Holloway
Jenne
Johnston

MacKay
Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott

Skinner
Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

By the Committee on Governmental Operations
(cir7-;;;SR334'-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the
�meteries and cemetery companies; reviving,
readopting, and amending provisions of the Florida Cemetery
Act; providing for the regulation of cemetery companies by
the Department of Banking and Finance; amending s. 559.30,
Florida Statutes; providing a short title; creating s. 559.305,
Florida Statutes; providing a statement of purpose; amending
s. 559.31, Florida Statutes; exempting certain cemeteries;
amending s. 559.32, Florida Statutes; providing definitions;
amending s. 559.33, Florida Statutes; prohibiting operation of
a cemetery without a license; prescribing requirements for
licensure; providing for a fee; amending s. 559.34, Florida
Statutes; providing procedures for change of control of exist
ing cemeteries; providing for a fee; amending s. 559.35, Florida
Statutes; providing for regulation of previously existing ceme
tery companies; amending s. 559.37, Florida Statutes; prescrib
ing powers of the department; authorizing examination of
affairs of cemetery companies; providing for an examination
fee; creating s. 559.3703, Florida Statutes; authorizing the
challenge of rules; creating s. 559.3705, Florida Statutes; autho
rizing the impoundment of certain property and the appoint
ment of a receiver or administrator by a circuit court; amend
ing s. 559.371, Florida Statutes; prescribing grounds for the
issuance of a cease and desist order; amending s. 559.373,
Florida Statutes; providing civil penalties; creating s. 559.375,
Florida Statutes; providing disciplinary actions against licens
ees; creating s. 559.377, Florida Statutes; requiring notice of
regulation; amending s. 559.38, Florida Statutes; requiring the
keeping and availability of certain records; amending s. 559.405, Florida Statutes; authorizing cemetery companies to per
form certain functions; amending s. 559.41, Florida Statutes;
proh ibiting the operation of a cemetery without a care and
maintenance trust fund; prescribing procedures for the admin-
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istration of such fund; amending s. 559.42, Florida Statutes;
providing for the disposition of trust fund income and requiring
notice to consumers; amending s. 559.43, Florida Statutes;
requiring certain deposits into the care and maintenance trust
fund; amending s. 559.44, Florida Statutes; requiring financial
reports; amending s. 559.4405, Florida Statutes; establishing
liability; amending s. 559.441, Florida Statutes; prohibiting
any cemetery company from entering certain contracts without
establishing a merchandise trust fund and requiring certain
information to be specified on contracts; providing for the
administration of such trust fund; amending s. 559.45, Florida
Statutes; requiring each cemetery company to submit financial
reports to the department; providing a penalty fee; amending
s. 559.46, Florida Statutes, and redesignating said section as
s. 559.345, Florida Statutes; providing for a license fee; pro
viding for disposition of fees; amending s. 559.481, Florida
Statutes; requiring a minimum acreage of licensees; providing
conditions for sale or disposition; amending s. 659.482, Florida
Statutes; requiring the establishment of a preconstruction trust
fund under certain circumstances; requiring certain deposits
into such fund; providing for administration of such fund;
providing for refunds under certain circumstances; amending
s. 559.505, Florida Statutes; conforming language; amending
s. 559.51, Florida Statutes; prohibiting false reports; providing
a penalty; amending s. 559.52, Florida Statutes; providing
burial policies; creating s. 559.521, Florida Statutes; prohibiting
the offering of certain free burial programs; amending s.
559.525, Florida Statutes; authorizing a county or municipality
to maintain an abandoned cemetery and to seek reimbursement;
amending ss. 639.07 (1) (b), 639.20, Florida Statutes; excluding
from the applicability of chapter 639, Florida Statutes, certain
persons under a contractual relationship with persons licensed
under part IV of chapter 559, Florida Statutes; repealing s.
559.331, Florida Statutes, relating to cemetery sales organiza
tions, management organizations, and brokers; reviving and
readopting s. 559.47, Florida Statutes, prohibiting the transfer
of any license or unauthorized use of any license; repealing
s. 559.39, Florida Statutes, relating to investigation of appli
cations; repealing s. 559.40, Florida Statutes, relating to cer
tificates of authorization; granting an easement for certain
persons to visit cemeteries; providing for future repeal of part
IV of chapter 559, Florida Statutes; providing a retroactive
effective date.
-was read the first time by title and SB 334 was laid on
the table.
On motion by Senator Dunn, by two-thirds vote CS for SB
334 was read the second time by title.
Senators Dunn and Neal offered the following amendment
which was moved by Senator Dunn and adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 25 after line 11, insert:

Section 19.
read:

Section 559.425, Florida Statutes, is created to

559.425 Illegal tying arrangements.(1) No person authorized to sell grave space shall tie the
purchase of any grave space to the purchase of a marker or
monument from or through the seller or any other designated
person or corporation.
(2) A cemetery company may adopt bylaws establishing
minimum standards for markers or monuments or the installa
tion thereof or a cemetery company may require by its bylaws
that only agents of the cemetery company shall be permitted to
install markers or monuments on its property.
(3) No cemetery company shall charge a fee for the installa
tion of a marker or monument which exceeds the maximum in
stallation fee set by the department. The department, by rule,
shall set a maximum installation fee which a cemetery company
may charge. The fee shall be based on the actual cost to a ceme
tery company to install a marker or monument, but shall not
exceed $.50 per square inch.
Renumber subsequent sections.
Senator Anderson moved the following amendment which
failed:
Amendment 2-On page 5, line 12, strike all of line 12 and
insert: fl» � &flfi ffHlfliei1rnl eefl'!eteFiee,

Senator Dunn moved the following amendment which was
adopted:
Amendment 3-On page 2, line 19 in title, after the semi
colon (;) insert: creating s. 559.425, Florida Statutes; prohibit
ing illegal tying arrangements;

On motion by Senator Dunn, by two-thirds vote CS for SB
334 as amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-34
Mr. President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel

Frank
Gordon
Gorman
Hair

Hill

Holloway
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Neal
Peterson
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Williamson
Winn

Nays-2
Anderson
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Grizzle

property; amending s. 197.256(1), (2), Florida Statutes, as
amended; requiring additional notice to certain individuals of
application of tax deed; deleting the requirement that title
holders residing out of state be notified of delinquent taxes_ on
homestead exemption property; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and SB 200 was laid on the
table.
On motions by Senator Thomas, by two-thirds vote CS for SB
200 was read the second time by title and by two-thirds vote
was read the third time by title, passed and certified to the
House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-39
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel

Frank
Gordon
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner

Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None

Vote after roll call:

Vote after roll call:

Yea-Ware

Yea-Holloway

Abstained from Voting

I have abstained from voting on this measure (CS for SB 334)
in view of the fact that I and my family have an interest in a
Cemetery Company. Although there is nothing in the act that
necessarily inures to the benefit of a cemetery, I wish to avoid
any semblance of a conflict.
Kenneth M. Myers, 37th District
By the Committee on Judiciary-Civil and Senators Thomas,
Myers, Barron, Ware, Hair and W. D. ChildersCS for SB 200-A bill to be entitled An act relating to tax
collections and tax sales; amending s. 197.062(1), Florida Stat
utes, as amended; providing requirements for advertising the
sale of real or personal property with delinquent taxes; amend
ing s. 197.116(2), Florida Statutes, as amended; providing that
no homestead exemption property be sold at public auction for
delinquent taxes; amending ss. 197.151(2) and 197.156(1), Flor
ida Statutes, as amended; deleting language requiring payment
for costs incurred in personal service of notice; amending s.
197.241(3), Florida Statutes, as amended; providing redemption
of property by titleholder prior to issuance of tax deed; delet
ing procedure for bidding by titleholder of homestead exemption

On motions by Senator MacKay, by two-thirds vote SB 422
was withdrawn from the committees of reference and indefi
nitely postponed.
On motions by Senator Stuart, by two-thirds vote SB 398
was withdrawn from the committee of reference and indefi
nitely postponed.
On motion by Senator Barron, the rules were waived and all
bills passed by the Senate this day after being engrossed were
ordered immediately certified to the House.
On motion by Senator Barron, the rules were waived and the
following bills were placed on the Special Order Calendar for
Wednesday, April 9: Senate Bills 299, 345 and 209.
On motion by Senator Barron, the Senate adjourned at 4:41
p.m. to convene at 8:30 a.m., Wednesday, April 9, for the pur
pose of introduction and reference of resolutions, memorials,
bills and joint resolutions and thereafter to reconvene at 9:00
a.m.
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Yeas-28
Anderson
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Dunn
Fechtel

Frank
Gordon
Grizzle
Hair
Holloway
Johnston
MacKay

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

McClain
McKnight
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Skinner
Steinberg

Nays--None
Votes after roll call:
Yea---Gorman, Williamson
SB 711 was laid on the table.
On motion by Senator Barron the rules were waived and the
Senate reverted to-

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The Honorable Philip D. Lewis, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passedSB
SB

367
656

SB 368
SB 1368

SB 448
SB 1382
Allen Morris, Clerk

The Honorable Philip D. Lewis, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passedSB 160
SB 1190

SB

239

SB

872

Allen Morris, Clerk
The Honorable Philip D. Lewis, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passed SB 56 and CS for SB 966.
Allen Morris, Clerk
The Honorable Philip D. Lewis, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passed SB 623.
Allen Morris, Clerk
The Honorable Philip D. Lewis, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has receded from House Amendments 3 and 4 and
passed SB 351.
Allen Morris, Clerk
The bills contained in the above messages were ordered
enrolled.
The Honorable Philip D. Lewis, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of
Representatives has passed with amendmentsCS for SB 334-�bill to be entitled An act relating to the
re�eteries and cemetery companies; reviving,
readopting, and amending provisions of the Florida Cemetery
Act; providing for the regulation of cemetery companies
by the Department of Banking and Finance; amending s.
669.30, Florida Statutes; providing a short title; creating s.
669.305, Florida Statutes; providing a statement of purpose;
amending s. 659.31, Florida Statutes; exempting certain ceme
teries; amending s. 669.32, Florida Statutes; providing defini
tions; amending s. 659.33, Florida Statutes; prohibiting oper
ation of a cemetery without a license; prescribing require
ments for Iicensure; providing for a fee; amending s. 669.34
Florida Statutes; providing procedures for change of contro !
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of existing cemeteries; providing for a fee; amending s. 559.35,
Florida Statutes; providing for regulation of previously exist
ing cemetery companies; amending s. 559.37, Florida Statutes;
prescribing powers of the department; authorizing examination
of affairs of cemetery companies; providing for an examination
fee; creating s. 559.3703, Florida Statutes; authorizing the
challenge of rules; creating s. 559.3705, Florida Statutes;
authorizing the impoundment of certain property and the
appointment of a receiver or administrator by a circuit court;
amending s. 559.371, Florida Statutes; prescribing grounds
for the issuance of a cease and desist order; amending s.
559.373, Florida Statutes; providing civil penalties; creating
s. 669.376, Florida Statutes; providing disciplinary actions
against licensees; creating s. 559.377, Florida Statutes; re
quiring notice of regulation; amending s. 659.38, Florida Stat
utes; requiring the keeping and availability of certain records;
amending s. 559.405, Florida Statutes; authorizing cemetery
companies to perform certain functions; amending s. 659.41,
Florida Statutes; prohibiting the operation of a cemetery
without a care and maintenance trust fund; prescribing pro
cedures for the administration of such fund; amending s. 669.42,
Florida Statutes; providing for the disposition of trust fund in
come and requiring notice to consumers; creating s. 559.425,
Florida Statutes; prohibiting illegal tying arrangements;
amending s. 559.43, Florida Statutes; requiring certain de
posits into the care and maintenance trust fund; amending s.
559.44, Florida Statutes; requiring financial reports; amending
s. 669.4406, Florida Statutes; establishing liability; amending
s. 559.441, Florida Statutes; prohibiting any cemetery com
pany from entering certain contracts without establishing a
merchandise trust fund and requiring certain information to
be specified on contracts; providing for the administration
of such trust fund; amending s. 559.45, Florida Statutes; re
quiring each cemetery company to submit financial reports
to the department; providing a penalty fee; amending s.
659.46, Florida Statutes, and redesignating said section as s.
559.345, Florida Statutes; providing for a license fee; pro
viding for disposition of fees; amending s. 559.481, Florida
Statutes; requiring a minimum acreage of licensees; provid
ing conditions for sale or disposition; amending s. 659.482,
Florida Statutes; requiring the establishment of a precon
struction trust fund under certain circumstances; requiring
certain deposits into such fund; providing for administration
of such fund; providing for refunds under certain circum
stances; amending s. 559.505, Florida Statutes; conforming
language; amending s. 559.51, Florida Statutes; prohibiting
false reports; providing a penalty; amending s. 559.52, Florida
Statutes; providing burial policies; creating s. 559.521, Florida
Statutes; prohibiting the offering of certain free burial pro
grams; amending s. 559.525, Florida Statutes; authorizing
a county or municipality to maintain an abandoned cemetery
and to seek reimbursement; amending ss. 639.07 (1) (b), 639.20,
Florida Statutes; excluding from the applicability of chapter
639, Florida Statutes, certain persons under a contractual re
lationship with persons licensed under part IV of chapter 559,
Florida Statutes; repealing s. 659.331, Florida Statutes, re
lating to cemetery sales organizations, management organiza
tions. and brokers; reviving and readopting s. 559.47, Florida
Statutes, prohibiting the transfer of any license or unauthorized
use of any license; repealing s. 559.39, Florida Statutes, re
lating to investigation of applications; repealing s. 659.40,
Florida Statutes, relating to certificates of authorization;
granting an easement for certain persons to visit cemeteries;
providing for future repeal of part IV of chapter 559, Florida
Statutes; providing a retroactive effective date.
-and requests the concurrence of the Senate.
Allen Morris, Clerk
Amendment 1-On page 4, line 19, strike everything after the
enacting clause and insert: Section 1. Section 559.30, Florida
Statutes, is amended to read:
559.30 Short title.-This part W may be cited as the "Florida
Cemetery Act."
Section 2.
read:

Section 559.305, Florida Statutes, is created to

559.305 Purpose.-The Legislature recognizes that pur
chasers of pre-need burial rights or cemetery merchandise may
suffer serious economic harm if purchase money is not set
aside for future use as intended by the purchaser and that the
failure to maintain properly cemetery grounds may cause
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significant emotional stress. Therefore, it is necessary in the
interest of the public welfare to regulate cemetery companies
in this state. However, restrictions shall be imposed only to
the extent necessary to protect the public from significant or
discernible harm or damage and not in a manner which will
unreasonably affect the competitive market.

Section 3.
read:
559.31

Section 559.31, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Scope.-

(1) � pPovioioRo &f This part and all rules adopted iH'&
mulgatefl pursuant to this part shall apply to all cemeteries
except for:
(a) Church cemeteries of less than 5 acres which provide
only single level ground burial.
(b)

County and municipal cemeteries.

(c) Community and nonprofit association cemeteries which
provide only single level ground burial and do not sell burial
spaces or cemetery merchandise.
(d) Cemeteries owned and operated or dedicated by churches
prior to June 23, 1976.
Ne � &i' muRieipal eemetery SftaH be � te be fe
� te �ft &� t-¥tl&i; fu.ltti }lUPSUElRt te tft.ie Jl&ff.
(e)� Cemeteries Any eemetePy beneficially owned and
operated since July 1, 1915, by a fraternal organization or its
corporate agent, fe-P &t lea-et � yeft.i'-8 fli'HH' te � effeetive
ti&te &f th-is par-t SftaH be e� fPem .tJ;e flPO"iBiOR EH �
w &f th-is �(2)

Section 559.52 applies to all cemeteries in this state.

Section 4.
read:

Section 559.32, Florida Statutes, is amended to
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ee-� te -� 6&lee e-f eemetePy � +t deee Be-t
ffietl-f½ iRai•.'iaual ea+e€meft e.;, &ales mafta-gePS em�d b:YT &Re
ee-n-t,r� � wi-tlr, eemetery ee-m-p&n-ie& �ng �
tR+s &et, n&P eoes +t ffteQil flin&P&l e9';aeliol'lmen-t,s &¾' i'leineN»
direetoro operatiag tlfl-O&P H00nsee authoPilled 9;' � 4-...G
WflBn tle&+tng � w+th & eemeteey eompaRy, w+th fflOfft-90-f'!I e-f tlle ffHfti.1-y e-f a aeeeaoed p&l'l!9-ll &¾' &the¥ f101'!l9-ns &l¼
�zee 9;' la-w to &F-ffHlg0 fe-P the &lH4&+ an4 funel'&l &f SQ0ft
deeeased �a bei-ng, &¾' wi4;h &B individual negetatilli": tlie
ea-le e-f eemetery JlFOpePty &6 & � &f ffi-8 e-p ft0I' JH'0nee&
&ff&ngemeB-to � �teP m GeffleteF;x S&les OPgaRilla�
� e-pe-r&te 'lein� � � GemetePy A*, � tfta-1; the
iH'&'ri-s½-ons &f et1T � a-nd � SftaH net �
f±G+ "CemetePy H¼Q-n&gemeat oPgani�ation" mea-ns a-a;, leg&l
enti4;.y ee-n�ng &6 a-n Htt!epen4ent eoRtFaeteP w+tl½ & -
tep.y �n;, to H¼Q-n&ge & eemetePy, ffirt ile-9-8 ne-t ff!0&n ¼nei
¥HHl&l ma-n&gei'8 � 9;' - een� � w+tft
eem� eompanies epeP&tmg tHMieP tR+s � Gemetep.y m&ft
&gefflent e-Pg&ntz&<tiene SftaH �&�the� Geme
te-p.y A*, � tft&t the �ne &f ee-: � &Rti �
SftaH ne-t &ff½' �

fl-+t "CemetePy lwekep!! mea-ns & � en-t+t;y eagaged ffi
the &lffitaese e-f &ff&flgtng sa-lee EH eemetery proaueta eetween
� Bftt+ties, wh-iel, ea-le � ne-t ¼-R-ve-l¥e a eemetery eompaRy,
ffirt fffieB net ID01H½ f� eet&hliehfflOfl-to &¾' � t!+Feetw,s
�ng &ndeP � 4-.'.+G WfiBn de&ttng &etween � en-ti-t½-ee
�n e-ne &He-I. �Y SftaH be memeers of the ffHfti.1-y &f &
deeeaoed �n &¾' ethOi' f)0l'S9-Be �ee 9;' l&w te &ff&nge
fe-P the B-U-F-HH &Rti HiB&P&+ &f &He-I. t!eeeased �n being &¾'
&n inaiYiaual negotiating the ea-le &f eemeteey preJlort�· &6 a
�t ef hi1, &¾' ft0I' � arPangemento � eh-&ptep m
Cemetery �Pe !!!,a.I+ e-peF-&te � the � GemetePy
A*, � �t flPO'fisions &f se-, � &Bd � SftaH Be-t
� &Bd the � CemetePy Aet Bftal+ net �p+y to &R-Y
eemeteP¥ � eelli-ng less � H¥e gR.¥e BittleeB p0¥ yea-p,.

559.32 Definitions;- "FloPiaa CmHetePy -Aet!!.-As used in
this part:

(8)� "Belowground crypts" consists of interment space
in preplaced chambers, either side by side or multiple depth,
covered by earth and sod and known also as lawn crypts, west-
minsters, or turf-top crypts.

(1)� "Human remains" e-p "Femaias" means the bodies of
deceased persons, and includes the bodies in any stage of de
composition, and cremated remains.

(9)f™ "Bank of belowground crypts" means any con
struction unit of belowground crypts which is acceptable to the
department and etFeete-r e-f -teF+e!! which a cemetery uses to
initiate its belowground crypt program or to add to existing
belowground crypt structures.

+» � me&fl5 a-n individual, eoPpontioR, �
� �t � &I' assoeiatioa.

(2)� "Cemetery" means a place dedicated to and used or
intended to be used for the permanent interment of human re
mains. A cemetery may contain land or earth interment; mauso
leum, vault, or crypt interment; e-p a col um barium or other struc
ture or place used or intended to be used for the interment
of cremated human remains; or any combination of one or
more of such structures or places.
(3)-f-4+ "Mausoleum" means a structure or building which
is substantially exposed above the ground and which is �
gf'&Ufle intended to be used for the entombment of human re

mains &f & aeeeasea �-

(4)� "Columbarium" means a structure or building which
is substantially exposed above the ground and which is �

� intended to be used for the inurnment of the cremated

human remains &f & !leeeasefl �-

(5)� "Cemetery company" means any legal entity that
owns or controls cemetery lands or property. � te-l'fft SftaH
� a+l eemeteries 0Wftetl aDil epepatee: 9;' ge¥ePB-H½efttal
&genettl&; et1uFet1es, a-na fntoraal orgaaiimtioas, &¾' tfleH' e&F
f}e-P&te &gent&; wh-iel, eRtei' +nte sa-lee &Bd management e-en
ffflete w+tft eemeteey eales �� &¾' eeR¥.lteP¥ �
ment e-Fg&nn:&ti-en fe-P eemetep.y � &P w+tft a-n;, 9-tfteF
le-ga.l eat-i-ty e-t� � a+Fee-t employees &f sa+EI ge-¥eFnment&I
a-geney, � &i' � �
(6)-f-++ "Grave space" means a space of ground in a ceme
tery intended to be used for the interment in the ground of
human the remains &f & aeeeasea �e-n.

(7)+8t "Department" means the Department of Banking and

Finance.

fl» "Ce1Hetery � &Pg&nillatioR" mea-ns a-a;, le-ga.l en-t+t;y
eoRtrae<ting &6 a-n ½-n4,peflffn; eeRtPaeteP WH,1-, a- eemetet,.y

(lO)f±-4+ "Mausoleum section" means any construction unit
of a mausoleum which is acceptable to the department and
4½-Feete-P &f eemetePieo which a cemetery uses to initiate its
mausoleum program or to add to its existing mausoleum struc
tures.
(11) "Burial right" means the right to use a grave space,
mausoleum, or columbarium for the interment, entombment or
inurnment of human remains.
(12) "Burial merchandise" means any personal property
offered or sold by a cemetery company for use in connection
with the interment, entombment, or inurnment of human re
mains.
(13) "Burial service" means any service offered or provided
by a cemetery company in connection with the interment, en
tombment or inurnment of human remains.
(14) "Casket" means a rigid container which is designed
for the encasement of human remains and which is usually con
structed of wood or metal, ornamented, and lined with fabric.
(15) "Solicitation" means any communication which directly
or implicitly requests an immediate oral response from thB re
cipient.
(16) "Outer burial container" means an enclosure into
which a casket is placed, including but not limited to vaults
made of concrete, steel, fiberglass or copper, and sectional con
crete enclosures, crypts and wooden enclosures.

Section 5.
read:

Section 559.:;3, Florida Statutes, is amended to

(Substantial rewording of section. See s. 559.33, F.S., for
present text.)

559.33 Cemetery companies; license; application; fee.-
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(1) No person shall operate a cemetery withou_t _ first ob
taining a license from the department, unless spec1frnally ex
empted from this part.
(2) Any person desiring to establish a cemetery company
shall first:
(a) File an application which shall state the exact location
of the proposed cemetery and pay the application fee, which
shall be set by the department, by rule, in an amount not to
exceed $600 ;
(b) Create a legal entity;
(c) Demonstrate to the satisfaction of the department that
he possesses the ability, experience, financial stability, and
integrity to operate a cemetery.

(3) The department shall determine the need for a new
cemetery in the community by considering the adequacy of ex
isting facilities, the solvency of the trust funds of the existing
facilities, and the relationship between population, rate of pop
ulation growth, death rate, and ratio of burials to deaths. In
order to promote competition, the department may waive the
criteria of this subsection so that each county may have at
least two cemeteries operated by different licensees.
( 4) If the department finds that the applicant meets the
criteria established in subsection (2) and determines that a
need for the new cemetery in the community exists, the depart
ment shall notify the applicant that a license will be issued
when:
(a) The establishment of a care and maintenance trust fund
containing not less than $25,000 has been certified by a trust
company, a state or national bank, or a savings and loan
association licensed in this state.
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ffl&lie &f!JJlieatien to the department for a certificate of ap
proval for the ef &UM proposed change of control. The ef
aetti eemetePy eempany &!Hi aetti application shall contain the
name and address of the proposed new owners and the ea-t4
department shall issue a ea-i4 certificate of approval only after
it has conducted an investigation of the applicant and deter
mined l3-e satisfied that the proposed new owners are
qualified by character, experience, and financial responsibility
to control and operate the ea-t4 cemetery company in a legal
and proper manner, and that the interest of the public gener
ally will not be jeopardized by the proposed change in owner
ship and management. The department may examine the
records of the cemetery company as part of the investigation.
The � application shall MP a f!UPel<laee 91' el½&nge ef �

ffM¼St be accompanied by an initial filing &I' in·,•eetigatieB fee
set by the department, by rule, not to exceed $600 el �
� eelleeted �� t& tft½e � 8ftM+ ee defl8Bitee in the
Stat.,. �aeu-ey in t.!.e RegulatePy � � � the
� ef � ef the e011artment.
Section 7.
read:

Section 659.35, Florida Statutes, is amended to

559.35 Existing companies,' effect of this part I-¥.�
mg Cemetery companies existing on July 1, 1959, at the time ef
the �n ef fl&i't I¥ ef tft½e eh� shall continue in full
force and effect but shall }i,epeafteP be operated in accordance
with the provisions of this part I-¥ ef tft½e �Section 8.
read:
559.37

Section 559.37, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Department; powers.-

In addition to other powers conferred by this part
aet, the department shall fi&-¥e � te:
(1)

(b) Applicant has filed with the department development
plans which are sufficient to insure the department that the
cemetery will provide adequate service to the community and
which have been approved by the appropriate local govern
mental agency regulating zoning in the area of the proposed
cemetery.

(a)fi+ Adopt and enforce F011mule.te e.rui flPBmulgate i'8&
een&We rules and 11egulatiens governing the operation of ceme
teries in this state; � f!ftM+ fi&-¥e � � &!Hi � ef
l-6w &mi it ehal+ l½a¥e tfte � te eJH&Pee same. The depart

(c) Applicant holds an unencumbered fee simple title to at
least 30 contiguous acres of land.

(b)� Employ, or assign employees as necessary to operate
the department, and fix their compensation.

(d) Applicant has designated as general manager a person
who has integrity, 1 year of cemetery experience, and the
ability to operate a cemetery.
(e) The applicant has fully developed not less than two
acres for use as burial space, such development to include
a paved road from a public roadway to the developed section.
(f) The applicant has recorded, in the public records of the
county in which the land is located, a notice which contains
the following language:

NOTICE

The property described herein shall not be sold, conveyed,
'leased, mortgaged, or encumbered without the prior written
approval of the Department of Banking and Finance, as
provided in the Florida Cemetery Act.
Such notice shall be clearly printed in boldface type of not
less than 10 points, and may be included on the face of the
deed of conveyance to the licensee, or may be contained in a
.separate recorded instrument which contains a description of
the property.
(5) The department shall issue a license to operate a
cemetery company to any applicant who, within 12 months
after notice that a license may be issued, meets the criteria
of subsection (4).
Section 6.
read:

Section 559.34, Florida Statutes, is amended to

559.34 Application for change of control; filing fee.---lB
Any � w� a person who intends; a � ef fHH'SOH&t m> a
e8Pfl8:r&t10n �ea to purchase or acqmre control of an
�xisting . cemetery company � � 11u11el!e.eing the eutetarui
¼Ilg � stoek ef &� eemetePy � 91' the i�
ef the &Wile¾' 91' -. QM t:ii� t& el½&nge the eeMl'el
ef eai6 eemete11y e0m11any, &UM � shall first apply

ment shall arrange for the preparation, publication, and dis
semination to the public of these rules and other information
and material relevant to the operation of cemeteries.

(2)+-4- In addition to other powers conferred by this part,
the department may:
(a) Restrict or prohibit the sale or rental of space where
the department finds it necessary in the public interest.

(b)f# M &UM tiffle &e the ae11aPtme� Bfl-tffl it neeeseal'y
9i' aesi11al31e te Examine the financial affairs of any ceme
tery company and charge Uft68I' tft½e fl&N; iYte Heeneee f!ftM+
� an examination fee not exceeding $150 per day for each
examiner engaged in the examination.
� � te the e1½&nge ef � ef &BY eemetePy eem11e.ny
&e � in th4e fl&N; aft e�caminatien. ef the lieensee'e �e
� De POEIUiPed. � feeo Jl1'8'lidea Hl sueseetien f# ft8l'8ef w+J.l
��
(c)� Investigate, upon its own initiative, or upon
receipt of a � complaint in Wl'i-tmg, the actions of any
person acting in the capacity of a licensee under this part, with
in this state. � Heenee e{ a lteeneee � ee � 91' eu-e
Jl8n-Eiee fe.F & � net � � � 91' u-R.tH e0m11lia11ee
witft Q Hi-Wf-lH 9fl8ei' HR.peae& in the HftfH OP8ff ef BUSflBRBiBR,
91' eet.ft; ttpen & � ef Mete shewing that the Heeneee has
� � te+
h . Pay the fl!ee PeEIUiPee hePeifl;
g_ Make &BY fllf)&i'te tl& P0EiUiP08 � th-i-e &et;
3. &emit te the - &!Hi Hl&ffiteR&Bee � 91' iYte ehandiee � ef the Pequiree ameunte, 91'

4. � � &BY et:iieP PegulatiBRB �gated � the ee
�n-t,
&Fffef' BUBfleBeing 91' Pe¥elcing &UM tteense 8ftM+
l'eei-te the � � � the 6&fRe is &&see.

w �

� � jM!l'8eR. &ggl'ie•101i � &B ePEMll' te-ed � the ee
Jl&l'tment BUBfleBding 91' re�•elcing itie l4eeR68 � &fJfl½> f9fl a
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pe,,,iew � � f.H.Htg & � l&P eertieP&Pi Ht tfte ei-P
� � e¼ tfte � ¼ft Wftteft e&ie P6Peeft ie � �
the � &R4 +R tfte fl'NHH¼ef' 11ro•1ided � tfte � ,•,1111eUate
&tttee.
� M eueft titM &e tM de11artR1ent Hile +t Reeessary +t
fftft,'+
(d)f&-1- Bring an action, in the appropriate Ht tfte ft&ffl6
e¼ � MMe ift � circuit court, � � � Ht � tM
l+eeneee � � � is lee&tee against any lffleft person
to enjoin him !ffleft � from violating any provision of this
part. e� in &P e&� flQeR ¥iolatieR 9f' eeHtg &ftY
&et &r &et.a +n flllrther&Ree � In � � � &D
&reef' &F jYdg<H1e11t H1&y &e ente!'ed awardiRg !ffleft it.eR1Jl8P&PY GP
f10PR!8110Rt iRjYRetieR oe Hl&y &e tieetl'led � � �
� any !ffleft &et+&n is � tfte deJJ&Ptffient ehM+ �
the ee!l'l6te!o/ &t leaet 3G e&ye! n&ttee ift � e� tM
� vielal;ien &R4 gi-¥iag tfte eemetery &a 0JlflOPiYRity
� the :W.-tl&y ,-,i-e,d te - the '\%!&ti-.

Section 10.
read:
559.3705
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Section 659.3706, Florida Statutes, is created to

Courts; powers.-

(1) In addition to all other means provided by law for
the enforcement of a temporary restraining order or an in
junction, the circuit court may impound the property of a
cemetery company, including books, papers, documents, and
records pertaining thereto, and may appoint a receiver or
administrator to prevent further violation of this part.
(2) A court-appointed receiver or administrator may tak,
any action to implement the provisions of the court order,
to ensure the performance of the order, and to r�edy any
breach thereof.

Section 11.
read:
659.371

Section 669.371, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Cease and desist orders...::..

,f&t In additie11 te &I+ &tfter Rl6&B0 JJPe"rided � law l&P
tfte eiH&Pee!Ren-t &+ 8 tefflJJ8P8PY reatrai11i� &Niel'J teR!JJOPBPY
i-11-j,ti-� &P Jl6f"B&™-llt iajy11etio11, tfte ei-Pelti-t � ehM+
ft&¥6 tfte � &H jyrisaietieH te iRlf!8'dHd &II& te � &
reeei-Yer &P &ftffti,niebator 't6i' the f!POjlerty Bfttt Ojlerstion &+
� eemetery, �tag � �. doeYme11ta, &R4 �
�t&Httng tfterete &P ee � t.hereef, as the ee\H't H1&y
eeefft � aeeesse.ry te � � violatie11 &+ th-is
� � &P � Rl6&B0 &f the - &+ e&+d jlPOJJ0Pty Of'
Ojl0Fwti9R.

(1) The department may issue and serve upon a cemetery
company a complaint whenever the department has reason to
believe that the cemetery company is violating or has violated
any law, department rule, department order, or any written
agreement entered into with the department.

Florida Rules of Civil Procedure. If matter that the depart
ment seeks to obtain by the subpoena is located outside the
state, the person subpoenaed may make such matter avail
able to the department or its representative for examination
at the place where such matter is located. The department
may designate representatives, including officials of the juris
diction in which the matter is located, to inspect the matter
on its behalf and may respond to similar requests from officials
of other jurisdictions. Upon failure of a person, without law
ful excuse, to obey a subpoena, and after reasonable notice to
such person, the department may apply to the circuit court for
the judicial circuit in which such person resides, is found, or
transacts business for an order compelling compliance.

( 5) A cease and desist order issued
visions of subsection (3) or subsection
reduced to writing and served upon the
consent order is effective as agreed
thereto.

(2) The complaint shall contain a statement of facts and
notice of opportunity for a hearing pursuant to s. 120.57.

(3) If no hearing is requested within the time allowed by
s. 120.57, or if a hearing is held and the department finds
that any of the allegations 0ftftl'g'e8 in the complaint are true,
(e)fe,, � dejl&Ptmeat ffi8Y Institute proceedings against· the department may enter an order directing the cemetery
any tM cemetery company or its officers, when Wfte'l'6 � &D company to cease and desist from engaging in the conduct
� fl'dPBY&Ht te tftie � a shortage in any tfte e8i'e complained of and to take correetive action.
&114 ffl8ff½ten&nee trust fund required by this part is discovered,
(4) Y The failure of a cemetery company fsi-lti to respond to
to recover the e&+d shortage.
the complaint within the time allowed in a. 120.571 �
(!) The department or its representative may subpoena �re shall constitute a default and shall be grounds for the
witnesses or material and collect evidence pursuant to the &'dtR0Fi21e issuance of a cease and desist order.

+# Y the e&lH't �ate &a BfflfttHiatre.ter, !!Qe-R e.dmiaiatre.

t&P ehM+ &e efl½Jl&"� t& t&l.e any seti&n; ieelYdiRg tfte ee

te.illiel!meat M �� Fef!'diPemeat&, te imjllemeRt the
flP8¥iBiORB &f the e&'d-Pt!s (H'ftePJ te - tfte peFfePm&Ree �
8Qeft &Mel'y 8H te MR!edy _,. &i'e8eh �
Section 9.
read:

Section 559.3703, Florida Statutes, is created to

559.3703 Department rules; challenges.-The department
shall not adopt any rule or approve any cemetery bylaw
which unreasonably restricts competition or the availability of
services in the state or in a significant part of the state or
unnecessarily increases the cost of services without a corre
sponding or equivalent public benefit. Any person substantially
affected by a rule of the department has standing to chal
lenge the rule under s. 120.54 or s. 120.56. Upon such a chal
lenge, the hearing officer may declare all or part of a rule
invalid if the rule:
(1) Does not protect the public from any significant and
discernible harm or damages;
(2) Unreasonably restricts competition or the availability
of services in the state or in a significant part of the state; or
(3) Unnecessarily increases the cost of services without a
corresponding or equivalent public benefit.
However, there shall not be created a presumption of the
existence of any of the conditions cited in this subsection in
the event that the rule or proposed rule u challenged.

pursuant to the pro
(4) is effective when
cemetery company. A
between the parties

(6) The department may issue an emergency cease and
desist order pursuant to s. 120.59.
Section 12.
read:

Section 559.373, Florida Statutes, is amended to

659.373 Civil penalty.-The department may seek an in
junction and assessment of a civil penalty not to exceed
$1,000 for each violation, in a court of competent jurisdiction,
against any person who violates a cease and desist order of
the department which is final and in effect. Any party subject
to the injunction and penalty assessment shall be given
notice and opportunity to attend and present evidence in a
hearing before the judicial officer. AU jje� eelleeted �
tltta eee�n ehM+ &e fl&+d te the RegyJetery � � &nQeP
tfte Dh•isien ef �&Ree. If a licensee fails to pay the �
penalty within 30 days after receiving notice &etRg � of
the final order imposing the civil penalty, the department may
suspend his tfte l+eeneee!e license until the penalty is paid f&P
� ,-,i-e,d &+ti-meas� jjen&+ty FeHl&i-ne �. in addition
to other judicial remedies prescribed by law. Proceedings for
suspension under this section shall be in accordance with the
provisions of chapter 120.
Section 13. Section 559.375, Florida Statutes, is created to
read:
559.375

Disciplinary proceedings.-

(1) The following acts constitute grounds for which the
disciplinary actions in subsection (2) may be taken:
(a)

Violating any provisions of this part;

(b) Failing to comply with a rule or lawful order of the
department;
(c)

Failing to pay the fees required herein;

(d) Failing to remit the required amounts to any truat
fund required b11 this part;
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(e) Attempting to procure, or procuring, by bribery or
fraudulent misrepresentations, a license to operate a cemetery
company;

(4) A 1111 order imposing any penalty pur1mant to this
section shall recite t.he grounds upon which the penalty is
based.

(f) Having a license to operate a cemetery company re
voked, suspended, or otherwise acted against, including denial
of licensure, by the licensing authority of another jurisdiction;

Section 14.
read:

(g) Being convicted or found guilty in any jurisdiction, re
gardless of adjudication, of a crime which directly relates to
the operation of a cemetery;
(h) Making or filing a report required by this part which
the licensee knows to be false, or willfully failing to make or
file a report required by this part;
(i) Upon proof that the licensee is guilty of fraud, deceit,
misrepresentation, negligence, incompetency, or misconduct in
the operation of a cemetery;
(j) Advertising goods or services in a manner which ·is
fraudulent, false, deceptive, or misleading in form or content;
(k) Making any false or misleading statement of the legal
requirement as to the necessity of any particular burial mer
chandise or services;
(l) Making any false or misleading statement regarding the
sale of services or merchandise in connection with the operation
of a cemetery;
(m) Making any false or misleading statement that natural
decomposition or decay of human remains can be prevented or
substantially delayed by use of a sealed or unsealed casket or
outer burial container;
(n) Soliciting through the use of fraud, undue influence, in
timidation, overreaching, or other forms of vexatious conduct,
(o) Discouraging the purchase of any burial merchandise
or service which is advertised or offered for sale with the
purpose of encouraging the purchase of additional or more

expensive burial merchandise or service by disparaging its

quality or appearance, except that factual statements concern
ing features, design, or construction do not constitute dis
paragement; suggesting directly or by implication that a cus
tomer's concern for the price or expressed interest in inexpen
sive burial merchandise or services is improper, inappropriate,
or indicative of diminished respect or affection for the de
ceased;
(p) Failing to furnish for retention to anyone who inquires
in person about burial rights, burial merchandise, or burial
services, before any discussion of selection, a printed or type
written list specifying the retail prices for such ri,qhts, mer

chandise, or services. The list shall include the name, address,

and telephone number of the licensee, statements that the
consumer may choose only the items he desires, that he will be
charged for only those items purchased, and that there may
be extra cha.rues for other items or services such as those pro
vided by funeral directors or direct disposers; or
(q) Failing to furnish for retention to each purchaser of
burial rights, burial merchandise, or burial services, a written
agreement, the form of which has been previously approved
by the department and which lists the items and ser,,ices
purchased together with the prices for the items and service,q
purchased, the ru1me, a. ddress, and telephone number of the li
censee, the signatures of the customer and the licensee or his
representative, and the date signed.
(2) When the department finds any licensee guilty of any
of the acts specified in subsection (1), it may enter an order
imposing one or more of the following penalties:
(a)

Denial of an application for licensure;

(b)

Revocation or suspension of a license;

(c) lmposition of an administrative fine not to exceed
$1,000 for each count or separate offense;
(d)

Issuance of a reprimand; or

(e) Placing the licensee on probation for a period of time
and subject to such conditions as the department may specify.
(9) For purposes of this section, the acts or omissions of any
person employed by or under contract to the licensee shall be
treated as acts or omissions of the licensee.

559.977

Section 559.377, Florida Statutes, is created to

Display of notice of regula.tion; civil penalties.

(1) Each cemetery company licensed pursuant to this part
shall display in a place that is in clear and unobstructed public
view, a notice that the place of business is licensed and regulated
by the Department of Banking and Finance and that any ques
tions or complai. nts may be directed to the department. The
notice shall be in a form specifi.ed by the department.
(2) The department may levy a civil penalty of $50 for the
failure of any licensee to comply with this section,
Section 15.
to read:

Section 559.38, Florida Statutes, is amended

559.38 Records.-A record shall be kept of every burial in
the cemetery of a cemetery company, showing the date of
burial, name of the person buried, together with lot, plot, and
space in which the ffifflft burial was made �. All financial
� t-P-l¼6t Hffi4; aee01,1nting � QM all &tiler �
iBg records of the licensee shall be available at the licensee's
principal place of business in this state and shall be readily
available at all reasonable times for examination by &ft �
teeEI �atatwe ef the department.
Section 16.
read:

Section 559.405, Florida Statutes, is amended to

559.405 Cemetery companies; authorized functions.----Eaeh ti
eefteed � eeffii3� ½e �� to f!ePI- Within the
boundaries of the cemetery lands it owns, a cemetery company
may perform� the following functions:
( 1)

The exclusive care and maintenance of the cemetery.

(2) The exclusive interment, entombment, or inurnment of
the human remains d-4, including the exclusive right to open,
prepare for interment, and close all ground, mausoleum, and
urn burials.
(3) The exclusive initial pre-need and at-need sale of inter
ment or burial rights in earth H!teNHefit, mausoleum, ei'
crypt interment, QM niche, or columbarium interment; pro
vided nothing herein shall limit the right of a person owning
interment or burial rights to sell those -It rights to third
parties subject to the transfer of title by the cemetery company.
( 4) The adoption of 1rnth0rity to f!FBmHlgate bylaws regu
lating the activities conducted within its boundaries, provided
that no funeral director licensed pursuant to tmdeP chapter 470
shal! be denied access to any cemetery to conduct a funeral for
or supervise a disinterment of human remains. All bylaws
provided for herein shal! be subject to the approval of the
department under the provisions of chapter 120 prior to becom
ing effective JH'½Gi' te HHa+ � aet½eft ey the t:le13artment
tifle!¼ &a;, f!P0130aed � ei' amendments te �- The
department shall not approve any bylaw which unreasonably
restricts the use of interment or burial rights, which un
reasonably restricts competition or which unreasonably in
creases the cost to the owner of interment or burial rights in
utilizing these rights.
(5) The nonexclusive pre-need and at-need sale of monu
ments, memorials, markers, burial vaults, urns, flower vases,
floral arrangements, and other similar merchandise for use
within the cemetery.
(6) The nonexclusive cremation of human remains, subject
to provisions of s. 470.025 a-. 470,H)(Q).
(7) The authority to enter into sales or management con
tracts with other persons. The cemetery company shall be re
sponsible for the deposit of all moneys required by this part
to be placed in a trust fund.
(8) A full disclosure shall be made for all fees required
for interment, entombment, or inurment of human remains.
Section 17.
read:

Section 669.41, Florida Statutes, is amended to
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559.41 �� t-P-lff!t � *P Care and maintenance trust
fund; remedy of department for noncompliance.-No cemetery
company shall ee � to establish, or operate if already
established, a cemetery without providing for the future care
and maintenance of the � cemetery, for which a care and
maintenance trust fund shall be established, to be known as
"the care and maintenance trust fund of ...." The � trust
fund shall be established with a a-� state or national bank or
savings and loan association licensed in Florida; provided;
that !ffieh funds deposited in a savings and loan association
or savings account in a state or national bank shall be limited
to an amount insured by an agency of the Federal Government.
The provisions of chapter 660 shall not apply to such savings
accounts. When the amount of the � trust fund �
exceeds the amount that is insured by an agency of the Federal
Government, the cemetery company it shall establish and
transfer the trust fund to � a trust company operating
pursuant to �IttleP the �M &f chapter 660 or with a
state or national bank holding trust powers. The cemetery
company may appoint a person to advise Ml i-nciiviciHe.l &P eefft
m#tee e-f twe- EH> -� inciiviciHe.ls to set ¼n a-B e.ci•risePy ee.11e.eity
with the trustee in the investment of the trust fund1 &R4 �
¥i-ded HH'tfl.e.P; t-ha-t a eemetePy cempany; with the ee-Deent &f
the �� ffi6:f ffift-nge the t£-ll.stee &f � t-P-1H!t �- The
department must approve the appointment of the initial trustee
and any subsequent changes of the trustee shall also be ap
proved by the department. If a 6BY cemetery company refuses
or otherwise fails to provide or maintain an adequate care
and maintenance trust fund in accordance with the provisions
of this part, the department, after reasonable notice, shall
� to enforce compliance. �P the � ¥eatee ¼n it
-!ffiae-1' this �t fH'9¥¼ded a�· H8RJ1F0fit --teP-y �t,i-,
¼Hee-l'fle-P&tee and eHge.goci ¼n the eemeteP-y �se eeHtiHH8Hely
ei-Hee IHHi fH'¼8-P to � a-oo w�e -Ht t-PUet &Seets e-iteeea
�� ehall- fH>t�-Pe&- ta-- eee+gHa-te- a- �opate
� The trust fund agreement shall specify � a-R4
� the following: Name, location, and address of both the
licensee and the trustee showing the date of agreement to
gether with the percentages required to be deposited pursuant
to a-e eta-te4 ¼n s.559.43.No person shall withdraw or transfer
any portion of the corpus of the care and maintenance trust
fund; � wha,e � � Feaehee � &P m&Pe fleP
SJ!6e0; fuF &a-e-lt 5fl&ee �P se-l4 e-p � without first
obtaining written consent from the department. Funds de
posited pursuant to this part shall not be loaned to any ceme
tery company or persons who are directly or indirectly engaged
in the cemetery business.

ee-

Section 18. Section 559.42, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
559.42 Disposition of income of +ndi11iciHal ee-HtP&ete fuF
care and maintenance trust fund; notice to purchasers and
depositors.--At the ti-me a-;: � a- ea-le 9P �int' the
� a8-J18-Bi-t �MBP; too eemetePy eemflnHy Bfta-1+ �
to the � to ¥Ae-m !t!ieh ea-le ffi
8-P wke � B-lieft
� Ml ¼n-�nt ½-n wr+-t¼ng wlHffi eh&!+ Bfleeifiee.lly
state th&t The net income of the care and maintenance trust
fund shall be used solely for the care and maintenance of the
cemetery, for reasonable costs of administering the B-lieft
care and maintenance, and for reasonable costs of administering
the trust fund. At the time of making a sale or receiving the
initial deposit, the cemetery company shall deliver to the person
to whom the sale is made, or who makes a deposit, a written
instrument which shall specifically state the purposes for which
the income of the trust fund shall be used.

me.-ae;

Section 19. Section 559.425, Florida Statutes, is created to
read:
559.425

Illegal tying arrangements.-

(1) No person authorized to sell grave space shall tie the
purchase of any grave space to the purchase of a marker or
monument from or through the seller or any other designated
person or corporation.
(2) A cemetery company may adopt bylaws establishing
minimum standards for burial merchandise or the installation
thereof.
. (3) No cemetery company shall charge a fee for the installa
tion or maintenance of a marker or monument which exceeds
the maximum fee set by the department. The department, by
rule, shall set a maximum installation fee which a cemetery
company may charge. The fee shall be based on the actual cost
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to a cemetery company to install a marker or monument, but
shall not exceed $.50 per square inch.
Section 20. Section 559.43, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
559.43 Care and maintenance trust fund, percentage of pay
ments for burial rights to be deposited.-

(1) Each cemetery company � shall ee set aside and
deposit � in its the care and maintenance trust fund
&y tke BeffietSry eempa-n-y; the following percentages or amounts
for all sums received from sales of burial rights; wlHffi �
een-l;Qgee 9P affi8-lrnte eh&!+� to:
W Al+ � �nte Peeei•reci �n-ttt s� time &!I the
Q-&t; e-f the e&PfH¾S &f B-lieft tFli-&t; H¼M �8 the 8-lifft &f
� &oo thePeafteP.
f» Al+ SH-e-A 8-li-ffi8 � ff8-ffi � � en½' _...
� e-f � 8\HftS on wh-i-eh 4e-f!e-s-ite had pre�'ieHely eeeH
ma-ae &ooeP fl&� f&t-+

*"'

(a)!. For graves, 10 percent of all payments received; pro
vided, that for sales made after December 31, 1959,
ssles
ma-tie &fteP sueh e&te; no � deposit shall be less than $10
per grave. For each burial right, grave, or space which is �
se-ld; em ffi provided without charge, the deposit to the fund
shall be $10.
(b)g. For mausoleum or columbarium, 10 percent of pay
ments received.
(c)&, For general endowments for the care and maintenance
of the cemetery, the full amount of sums received when received.
(d)+. For special endowments for a specific lot, grave, or a
family mausoleum, memorial, marker, or monument, the ceme
tery company may set aside the full amount amoHHtB received
for this individual special care in a separate trust fund or by
a deposit to a savings account in a bank or savings and loan
association located within and authorized to do business in the
state; provided, however, if the licensee does not set up a sep
arate trust fund or savings account for the special endowment,
the full amount thereof shall be deposited into the care and
maintenance trust fund as required of general endowments.

(2) Deposits to the care and maintenance trust fund shall
ffHl-e-t be made by the cemetery company � ti-tie to the f!½¼D
�t eemete-F-y ffiflfff! not later than SO e days following the
close of the calendar month in which any payment was f!QY
mente - received a-e � ¼II- eHbseetieH B+; however,
the entire amount required to be deposited into the trust fund
shall be paid within 4 years from the date of any contract
requiring such payment regardless of whether all amounts
have been received by the cemetery company. The care and
maintenance trust fund shall be invested and reinvested by the
trustee pursuant to lcl-n� the pFevieiene 94' chapter 518 &e the
66-ffie ffiQj' be Hom ti-me te- time amen.led. The fees and other
expenses of the trust fund shall be paid by the trustee from the
net income thereof and shall ffiQj' not be paid from the corpus.
If � the e-JE-ten-t t-f!&t the net income is not sufficient to pay the
� fees and other expenses, the fees and other expenses �
S&ffie shall be paid by the cemetery company.
(3) � ft0-F00Ht &f Any payments made to the care
and maintenance trust fund on contracts which are canceled
shall be credited against future obligations to the care and
maintenance trust fund, anti ➔ �n-t &f &ny � �
� ee provided they have been refunded to the purchaser.
When a �a+; el'l-1H'eft--&Wned; OP f;:�a+ cemetery
( )4
which is exempt from the provisions of this part, pursuant to
s. 559.31, changes oibnership so as to lose its exempt status, it
ee-JWe-l'ts to a- ftt't¥&te eeme-tBF;' &e tlefi.nee tn fr.- � then ee.-Hi
eemetery shall establish and maintain a care and maintenance
trust fund pursuant to this part seetffin. The initial deposit for
establishment of this trust fund shall be sn -nt � te
$10 per space for all spaces either previously sold or contracted
for sale in the a&i-tl cemetery at the time of conversion or
$25,000, whichever 8-lifft is greater.
(5) Each cemetery hereinafter established shall create a
care and maintenance trust fund, depositing therein an initial
deposit of not less than $25,000 and submit proof thereof to the
department prior to offering for sale any burial rights in grave
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spaces, niches, mausoleums, columbariums, or crypts. Payments
required under subsection (1) shall be credited against this
initial deposit until the sum of $25,000 is reached.
(6) In each sales contract, reservation, or agreement where
in burial rights are priced separately, the purchase price of
the ea+4 burial rights shall be the only item subject to care
and maintenance trust fund deposits; but if the burial rights are
not priced separately �. the full amount of the contract,
reservation, or agreement shall be subject to care and main
tenance trust fund deposits as provided herein, unless the pur
chase price of the ea+4 burial rights can be determined from the
accounting records of the cemetery company.
(7) If an installment contract or promissory note for
the purchase of a fH'e-lleee burial space &P f!Pe neetl �
� is sold or discounted to a third party, the
entire amount due the care and maintenance trust fund &P the
fftePeft&n4+se tNH!t � shall be payable no later than SO e
days following the close of the calendar month in which the
contract was sold or discounted, &Rkee �- � � �
flllPelmseP &i w 4-nstallment e&� 1H' f!FemiseeFy � fH'6
8!fQ6+ te 0P gPe&tep then the� ffile te w e&i'e &n4 m&¼Bte
-- &P mePehandise �et wntl.
Section 21.

read:

Section 559.44, Florida Statutes, is amended to

559.44 Care and maintenance trust fund; financial reports.
Within 105 days after the end of the ealenGIH' &P fiscal year
of the cemetery company, the trustee shall furnish adequate
financial reports with respect to the care and maintenance
trust fund on forms provided by the department. However,
the department may require the trustee to make such addi
tional financial reports as it deems necessary Hl&y aeem EIQ
�- In order to insure that the proper deposits to the
trust fund have been made, the department shall examine the
status of the trust fund of the company on a semiannual basis
for the first 2 years of the trust fund's existence.

Section 22.
to read:

Section 559.4405, Florida Statutes, is amended

559.4405 � Liability.-The cemetery owners, or of
ficers or directors of a cemetery company, may be held
jointly and severally �� liable for any income from
the care and maintenance trust fund which income is not used
directly for the care and maintenance of a cemetery. The de
partment or &ntl the receiver or administrator appointed under
s. 559.37 may bring suit in circuit court to recover such funds.
Section 23.
read:
559.441

Section 559.441, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Receipts from sale of personal property or services,

merchandise trust fund; penalties.-

(1) It !!ft&lt ee 4eemed � te � � il �
�n &P legal- enti½' Feeei•;es, �S; eentFela, OP m&i½&goe&
f.lin4s er f!Peeeetle Feeeived HeHt the � &i, &P fpem & eentPaet
te eeU; � flF8JleFty OP B� � � 90 -llee6 ffi &
eemetePy j.n e&BneetHm W½th the � &f; &P the eemmemepa
ti-en &i w m-y &i, & aeeeased IHtta&n ee4-ng, 'i\'fien �
mente 'ffif w ea-me &Fe m&4e eitheP e11tPig,at &P en &a 4-netall
mef½4; b&Bi-6 JH%P to t!--e demise ef w � e,p �
oo flll!'ehaaing wm, 0P ief \W¼0ffl they &Pe ee JlllPehasee, 'l:HH4SB
ffi¾eh �en 0'f- kga-l e� � een-tFels, 0P m&n&g- S&id
� � te the limitatiene &n4 Peg11latiene f!FeeeFieed m
thle eeetien,. This section applies ah&» � to all cemetery
companies 0P � legal- entities licensed pursuant to -!intleP
this part that offer for sale or sell personal property or
services which may be used in a cemetery in connection with
the burial of human remains, or the commemoration of the
memory of, a deceased human being and allio to any person in
direct written contractual relationship with licensed cemetery
companies., 8-lit !!ft&lt �-ekiae �ne � & eePtifieate

-lintleP � � 0P � � when �g 4-temo tlesel'ieed
in eaMl eh&pteP&; &00 8tl&l+ Mee � f}ef'00B0 0P leg&l entiti-ee
tn � Wl4tten eentFaet � W½th eemeteP;r eemf!BBies
�nsed a-oo � &ntleP the � GemeteF;r -A-et.

(2) Except as hereinafter provided, no cemetery company
&P etfleP enti-t,y shall directly or indirectly enter into a contract
for the sale of personal property or services, excluding burial
or interment rights, which may be used in a cemetery in con
nection with disposing of human remaina, or commemorating
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the memory of1 a deceased human being, if delivery of the
ffi¾eh personal property or performance of the 6Heh service
is to be made more than 120 days after receipt of final pay
ment under the � contract of sale except as provided in
paragraph e11eeeetien (3) (a); however, the entire amount
required to be deposited into the fund shall be paid within
7 years from the date of any contract requiring such pay
ment regardless of whether all amounts have been received by
the cemetery company. This shall include, but not be limited
to, the sale for future delivery of burial vaults, grave liners,
urns, memorials, vases, foundations, memorial bases, and simi
lar merchandise and related services commonly sold or used in
cemeteries and interment fees but excluding burial or inter
ment rights.
(3) (a) Any cemetery company a.: ewP 0ft-t#:r entering
into a contract for the sale of such personal property or services
Pefenea te m B\ieseetien � shall deposit into a merchandise
trust fund 110 percent of the wholesale purchase price eetab
Hf!hed 'ffif th&t fl'IH'f'00e 100 f!eP00B1; &i w eeet of the personal
property or services oo sold for future use or delivery; the
eaMl eeet -fwholesale purchase price � .W f!ePeent) shall be
determined at time of deposit to the merchandise trust fund
based upon cost determined by the department � &i
eemeteFiee in accordance with subsection (4). The merchandise
trust fund shall be administered by a corporate trustee in
accordance with a written trust instrument.

(b) The deposit het-etn Pe�11iPea shall be made mte w tNH!t
ttintl oo eetaeliehea within 30 days after the end of the calendar
month in which any fiB&l payment is received by the cemetery
company eF BWF e�. The percentage of the 110 percent of
the wholesale cost trusted must be identical to the percentage
payment received of the total cost of the items and services.

(c) Any cemetery company which promises the future de
livery of such personal property or services at no cost shall,
within SO days after the end of the calendar month in which
the premise was made, deposit into a merchandise trust fund
110 percent of the wholesale purchase price.
(d)W Each deposit Hite � ffi¾eh � f-aoo shall be identi
fied by the cemetery company eF ewP en-t4-ty by furnishing the
trustee and the purchaser with the name of the purchaser, the
amount of the retail sales price, and the amount of money re
quired to be deposited, together with a statement of or a copy
of the contract for the personal property and services to be
furnished by the cemetery company �MeP. If the cemetery

company is a.cting as trustee as provided for in paragraph
(e), it shall maintain a schedule of all deposits made by con
tract number, name of purchaser, and amount of deposit. �
mg �!'ei-B � eh&» � The trustee may commingle
ff9ffi ee-mmi-nglmg the deposits in the merchandise &ftY 8-lieft

trust fund for purposes of the management thereof and the
investment of funds therein.

(e)� The merchandise trust fund shall be operated in con
formity with s. 559.41 with respect to the nature and char
acter of the trustee. Alternatively, the merchandise trust fund
ftHHl.s fll'Bvided HHt tn thle eeeti-&n shall be deposited in a sav
ings account in the name of the cemetery company, as trustee,
with a bank, trust company, or savings and loan association
incorporated under and authorized by the laws of this state
or of the United States, provided that such accounts shall be
fully insured by the United States or an agency or instru
mentality thereof. The provisions of chapter 660 shall not
apply to such savings accounts. When the amount of the trust

fund exceeds the amount that is insured by an agency of the
Federal Government, the cemetery company shall establish and
transfer the trust fund to a trust company operating pursuant
to chapter 660 or with a state or national bank holding trust
powers. If a cemetery company e,p � entity elects to main

tain a savings account in its own name, as trustee, as provided
herein, it shall promptly notify the department in writing of
that 6Heh fact and furnish the Elefl&Ftment any relevant infor
mation that the department may require m eenneetiea �
with. In at!dition to such notice, the cemetery company 8-l' ethel'
eftt.i.t.y shall also execute and deliver to the bank, trust company,
or savings and loan association in which the trust account is
maintained a power of attorney and any other indemnification
agreements that may be required by the 6Heh bank, trust com
pany, or savings and loan association for the purpose of au
thorizing payments or withdrawals from the 6Heh trust account
as a result of nondelivery or nonperformance to a purchaser
or his heirs, assigns, or duly authorized representative as pro-

vided in paragraph (5) (b). The cemetery company &f' � en
� shall also furnish satisfactory evidence to the department
that it has executed and delivered such instruments to the IHteft
bank, trust company, or savings and loan association.
(4) E&eh � The department � _&f eemetePies shall
publish annually a list of the cost of the personal property or
services affected hereby, which shall be computed by the depart
ment based upon its independent investigation and which shall
include the actual wholesale purchase price plus 10 percent.; af¼4
All deposits required hereunder shall ffl-lffil; be determined e&ee4
upon this annual computation by the department � detel'mina
tHffi.
(5) In order to insure that the proper deposits are made
to the trust fund, the department shall examine the status of
the trust fund of the company on a semiannual basis for the
first 2 years of the trust fund's existence.
(6)-{&t(a) The funds shall be held in trust, both as to princi
pal and income earned thereon, and shall remain intact, except
that the cost of the operation of the trust, or the trust account
authorized by paragraph (3) (e)fe+ may be deducted from the
income earned thereon, until delivery of the merchandise is made
or the services are performed by the cemetery company &I' &t1'tel'
�- Upon delivery of the merchandise or performance of the
services, the cemetery company &P e� � shall certify
same to the trustee, or to the department if the funds are
deposited in a trust account with the cemetery company &I' &tftei'
� as trustee. Upon IHteft certification, the amount of money
on deposit to the credit of that particular contract, including
principal and income earned thereon, shall be forthwith paid
to the cemetery company &P &tftei' ent+½', or the cemetery com
pany el' etheP en4;i.ty may withdraw the IHteft amount from the
trust account maintained by it as trustee. The trustee may rely
upon all such certifications herein required to be made and shall
not be liable to anyone for such reliance.
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( b) If
any
a cemetery company eP etftel' �
which has entered into a contract for the sale of personal
property or services and which has made the deposit to the
merchandise trust fund or trust account hel'effi Pef!aiPea te
ee msde cannot or does not provide the personal property or
perform the services called for by the contract after written
request j.n � to do so, the purchaser or his heirs or
assigns or duly authorized representative shall have the right
to provide such personal property or services and, having
ee provided the property or services, IHteft }lQPeft&BeP &f' ffii!
l.ei-Pe eP aestg-ne &P d-tHY auteeFi11ed PCJlPeseatative shall be
entitled to receive the deposit to the credit of that particular
contract. Written instruction to the trustee, or to the bank,
trust company, or savings and loan association in which the
account is maintained, by the cemetery company &I' etftel'
� directing the trustee or the bank, trust company, or
savings and loan association to refund the amount of money
on deposit, or an affidavit by either the purchaser or one
of his heirs or assigns or duly authorized representative,
stating that he has fully performed the contract, and that 9ti-t
the personal property or services were not provided because
the cemetery company &P &tftei' eRtj.ty cannot perform, or
refuses to perform, as provided in the contract, shall be suf
ficient authority for the trustee, bank, trust company, or
savings and loan association to � refund
the deposit
moneys to the person submitting the affidavit. The trustee,
bank, trust company, or savings and loan association shall not
be held responsible for any IHteft refunds made on account of
the cemetery company's &P &tftei' el½ttty!s written direction or an
affidavit submitted in accordance &ee&f'4 with this section. How
ever, nothing herein contained shall relieve the cemetery com
pany eP &t1'tel' eRtj.ty from any liability for nonperformance
of the contract terms.

*

(c) If IR tee e¥el½t the cemetery company &f' &t1'tel' �
cannot deliver the personal property sold because of a
national emergency, the provisions of paragraph (b) shall not
apply.
(7 )+B A contract entered into between a cemetery company
and a purchaser shall be subject to cancellation and refund
upon a showing by the purchaser of any intentional violation
of any provision of this act. If the cemetery company wishes
to enforce such contract after receipt of such showing it
may request the department to determine the sufficiency of the
s�owing,
which determination shall be exempt from the pro
_
vision of chapter 1 ::!O. Upon cancellation, the purchaser may
dem a,d from a person authorized under this part a refund

of the entire amount actually paid in such contract. Such
refund shall be made within SO days after receipts by thti
authorized person of the request for refund. The company may
not cancel the contract unless the purchaser is in default. In
addition, a contract for a casket, subject to the trusting re
quirements of this section, entered into between a cemeteT11
company and a purchaser, shall be subject to cancellation
and 100 percent refund upon request by the purchaser or
the purchaser's agent for 1 year after the date of the contract.
Such refund shall be made within 30 days after receipt by the
cemetery company at the request for refund. :U &{tel' m&l

�*

Jl&Yffient & }lQPeeaeeP m&V-ee ffi6 domieile te & pej.nt tft&t makes
tile merelmadiee OI' � trn.floesiele OI' j.�
tte&l; tile e&i4 � Sft&U FeHHHI � JJPinei}l&l &ffi&lmt el
� en � te tile ePedtt
tff&t Jl&Ptieul&P ee�
af¼4 tile tReeffie e&l'lMlQ tlleFee&, lees & � Mt& 6ft&l'8 el
e�*t-at,.

*

(8)8 &,.,eey ye&i' � too effeetwe dii-te ef tMe Qffy
The trustee shall annually, within 105 !l-i; days after the end of
its fiscal year file a financial report of the merchandise
trust fund with the department, setting forth the principal
thereof, the investments and payments made, and the income
earned and disbursed. The department may require the trustee
to make such additional financial reports as it may deem
necessary ae�. If the account is held by the cemetery
company &P etftel' entity as trustee, the department may require
the bank, trust company, or savings and loan association in
which the account is maintained to furnish written verification
of the financial report required to be submitted by the cemetery
company &I' etftel' ent+½'.
(9)� The department shall fl&VO tee flOWO'P; &n4 ttl Pe
�d from time to time, as it deems ma;, deem necessary,
te examine the business affairs of each any cemetery company
which writes & otflel' en� Wf'i.ti-ng contracts for the sale of
tla.o property or services ae heretn eentom-}ll&W. The �
examination shall be made at the expense of the licensee �
oo.- e-x-arn-HW4; &'Fltt � be ffia$ by tl½-0 tie130FtRrnRt OI' +te �
n&ted PepPeseatative. The written report of the IHteft examina
tion shall be filed in the office of the department. A licenses
which is � �ens &P el½tttteB being examined shall produce
all records of the company, including those records of the com
pany held by the bank, trust company, or savings and loan
association in which the merchandise trust fund � is
maintained.
(10)fff-t Any provision of any contract for the sale of the
personal property or the performance of services herein con
templated under which the purchaser or beneficiary waives
any of the provisions of this section shall be void.

(11)� Natftiag i-n This section does not Sft&U apply to
persons &P log&l el½tttteB holding a license 1-H!enees or certifi
cate e€Ptifieates under chapter �ePS 470 or chapter &mi
639 when performing services or selling items authorized by
such chapter sa+d eeaptePs.
(1 ::!) Each contract for the sale of personal property or
the performance of services must state the type, size, and design
of personal property and the description of service to be de
livered or performed.
(13) If an installment contract for the purchase of personal
property or services is sold, transferred, or discounted to a
third party, the entire amount due the merchandise trust fund
shall be payable no later than SO days following the close of the
calendar month in which the contract was sold, transferred, or
discounted.

Section 24.
read:

Section 559.45, Florida Statutes, is amended to

559.45 Financial report of company affairs.� de}l!H>tment
� � Each cemetery company shall annually te submit
a report of its financial condition to the department; on forms
provided by the department. However, the department may re

quire any cemetery company to submit more frequent financial
reports as the department deems necessary.1 &e eJ: ei±el. da-te ae

i,t ffi&y ffif; &t least e- e&eH e&lenfflH' &f' fisea-+ j'e&P; eF ae
eften ae i-t !ft&;' eFQeF; &mi euel½ The report shall be submitted
within 105 days after the end of the e&le!'Ht&i' eP fiscal year or

within 105 days after receiving notice from the department
that a financial report is required e¼6I' l'epw:-ti-ng � ae

tee ease fl½&y ee. Should the report not be received within the
stipulated time, the department shall collect a penalty of $5
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per day for each day of delinquency; provided, that upon appli
cation to the department prior to the expiration of the 105
days, and for good cause shown, the department may grant a
60-day reasenaele extension &f w �� �Section 25. Section 559.46, Florida Statutes, is redesignated
as section 559.345, Florida Statutes, and is amended to read:
559.345 �

License fee.-

(1) The department shall collect from each � cemetery
company; � ea-les w-ga� �R4; EH'g'&D+'Z&
�Il; BP -� &Pekel' operating under the provisions of this
part �tel>; an annual license fee as follows:
(a) $100 for cemeteries with less than $100,000 annual
gross income.
(b) $900 for cemeteries with an annual gross income of
$100,000 to $500,000.
(c) $500 for cemeteries with an annual gross income over
$500,000 ef �Applications for� license renewal shall ffffi6t be submitted on
or before December 31 each a-n4 � year in the case of an
existing cemetery company and before any sale of cemetery
property in the case of a new cemetery company or a change of
ownership or control pursuant to &a i� m s. 559.34. If
� the renewal application is fop � � not
received by December 31, the department shall collect a penalty
in the amount of $25 per month or fraction of a month for each
month delinquent.

oo

(2) All fees and penalties collected pursuant to this part
shall be deposited in the Regulatory Trust Fund of the de
partment.
Section 26.
read:
559.481
lands.-

Section 559.481, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Minimum acreage; sale or disposition of cemetery

(1) Each licensee shall set aside a minimum of 30 contiguous
acres of land for use by the sa-tti licensee as a cemetery and
shall not sell, mortgage, lease, or encumber that property <ttte
e&fl4e without prior written approval of the department. �
;e issuanee ef a lieense � � �ment Jlli-ff!HfH¼t ;e th
� the � shall HH'nt6ft ;e the de�nt tl&t½e� e•lieeaee �t the 8J!J!lieant ft&8 Feeef'eea, m the �
� ef the� m Wffiffi the ffin4 Hi ffi8&te4; a� Wffiffi
�n-ta+na the � language!
�tOTIGE
� J!F8JlePty aeBeFieea fief'e¼n shall � 00 seltt; 88R7reyea,
k&se4; H18Ftgagee, BP eneu1T1eeFea � the �P Wfitten
&fliH'OWH e:J; the �men-t &f � &a4 F� &a tffir
¥Hied' in the � Ceft'letePy �

oo �

� 11� shall
'!H'¼nted in eelafaee l;yJle ef � lea!!
tP.-6-n � pei-nts; and � � ll'½Qy
t� en the � ef
the
sf een1reyalM!e ;e w li-ee-Reee; BP H1&-Y
esn-tamed tR
& seJ!aPate �nt � �nt&i-R-s & aeseFiJ;JtieR ef
J!F&pef'ty H ettefl instPUfflent t6 f'eeeFaea OS Jlf'8'fiaea lle-Fei-n,

aeee

oo

ee

w

(2) � fee � ttYe; BP leaeef' estate, m Any lands
owned by a licensee and dedicated for use by it as a cemetery,
which are contiguous, adjoining, or adjacent to the minimum
of 30 contiguous acres described in subsection ( 1), may be sold,
conveyed, or disposed of; BP � Jl&!'t � by the licensee,
after obtaining written approval of the department, for use
by the new owner for other purposes than as a cemetery.t �
� t.h&t All of the human remains ee4tea which have been
previously interred therein shall first have been removed from
the lands 89 proposed to be sold, conveyed, or disposed of.;- &Rd
J!Pe1rieee fuPtlleP, t.h&t Any and all titles, interests, or burial
rights, which may have been sold or contracted to be sold
in ettefl lands which are the subject of the � sale, shall be
conveyed to and revested in the licensee prior to consummation
of any such sale, conveyance, or disposition.
(3) A -Any licensee may convey and transfer to a munici
pality or county its real and personal property, together with
moneys deposited in trust funds pursuant to this part w4tft
tf'.ustee; provided the e&i-e municipality or county will

w
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accept responsibility for maintenance thereof, and prior writ
ten approval of the department is � obtained.
(4) The provisions of subsections (1) and (2) relating to a
requirement for minimum acreage shall not apply to any ceme
tery company � eemetePies licensed by the department on
or before July 1, 1965, which owns BWf¼ BP � a total of
less than 30 acres of land; provided that no cemetery company
6-Ueh e-eHJetefiee shall � dispose of any land ef ettefl l-&ftee
without the prior written consent of the department.
Section 27.
to read:

Section 559.482, Florida Statutes, is amended

559.482 Construction of mausoleums and belowground crypts;
preconstruction trust fund fel' � ffBFll ea-le ef fJPOeonabue
� ef'3/�; compliance requirement.-

ee

(1) A cemetery company shall
Peqt1iFea te start construc
tion of that section of a mausoleum or bank of belowground
crypts in which sales, contracts for sales, reservations for
sales, or agreements for sales are being made, within 4 years
48 f!'Hl-�s after the date of the first such sale or 50 percent of
the mausoleum or belowground crypts being sold and the
purchase price having been received whichever occurs first.
The construction ef sueh H1auselet1ffl eeet½eR BP � ef eel-..
gro-und � shall be completed within 5 years after the
date of the first sale made. However, extensions for completion,
not to exceed 1 year, may be granted by the department for
good cause -ne shown if a eeet½eR ef & H1&uaoleuH1 BP &
� ef eelowgPO\IRQ � shall � Hl8Fe th&& rn
�- If the unitB have not been completely constructed at
the time of need or the time specified herein, all moneys paid
shall be refunded upon request, plus interest earned thereon
for that portion of the moneys deposited in the trust fund
and an amount equal to the interest that would have been
earned on that portion of the moneys that were not in trust.
(2) A cemetery company which plans to offer for sale space
in a section of a mausoleum or bank of belowground �
g-MU-R-O crypts prior to i-ts construction shall establish a pre
construction trust fund by written instrument. The precon
struction trust fund shall be &IHI administered by a corporate
trustee and operated in conformity with s. 559.41. The �
preconstruction trust fund shall be separate from any eHeluaive
ef W � ff-uet furui Jlf'8Vieea fBP ffi th � ef
tfti-s � BP ettefl other trust funds that may be required
by this part law.
(3) Before a sale, contract for sale, reservation for sale,
or agreement for sale in a
mausoleum section or bank
of belowground 'tlneePgPeuaa crypts i-n eaell eoHJetePy may
be made, the cemetery company shall compute the amount
fua.4s fH4 J!8PeeH-t ef eenatFuetien e&ett- to be deposited to the
preconstruction trust fund shall
e0H1J!utea as ;e e&i-e eeetteB
BP oo-n-li ef � &RQ 6ueft
f18YHJeRtB � 00 ffl&ee
\\%ffin &G � ef � � w eemetePy e8ff1Jl&Ry GP i-ts agent
ef e&efl J!ll.YffleRt. The furui portion of each sueh payment re
quired to be deposited in the fund shall be computed by divid
ing the cost of the project plus 10 percent of the e&i-e cost, as
computed by a licensed contractor, engineer, or architect, by
the number of crypts in the section or bank of belowground
crypts, to ascertain the cost per unit. The unit cost shall be
divided by the contract sales price of each unit to obtain
the a- percentage of each payment which shall be required to
be deposited in the preconstruction trust fund HJultiJiliea e-y
� &mei¼H-t sf e&ffi fJBYHJent. Preconstruction trust fund pay
ments shall be made within SO dayB after receipt of payment
by the cemetery company or its ag
, ent. � � �
88Hlf1Utee ll-8 fellaw!H-

w�

ee
fun-a

oo

�

fttti-8��

-��tt!H-t

---�;·· �
- -�-� � tt!H-t
�H-tFaet ea-lee Jlf't8C
�eH-t!l,ge

*

.. . = PePeentage

Jl&YffleEt � = �oeit PequiPee te jH'eeofl
stPuetien �

(4) When the cemetery company delivers a completed crypt
acceptable to the purchaser in lieu of the preconstruction crypt
purchalled, all sums deposited to the preconstruction trust fund
for that purchaser sha.ll be paid to the cemetery company.
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(5) Each cemetery company may negotiate at the time of
establishment of the preconstruction trust fund a procedure
for withdrawal of the escrowed funds as a part of the con
struction cost of the mausoleum section or bank of belowground
crypts contemplated subject to the approval of the department.
f4+ Upon completion of the mausoleum section or bank of
belowground 111ulergf0un-tl crypts, the cemetery company shall
certify completion !!&ffle to the trustee and shall be entitled to
withdraw all funds deposited to the account thereof.
(6)-f# If the 66½4 mausoleum section or bank of below
ground 11ndergr011nd crypts is not completed within the time
limits set out in this section, the trustee shall contract for
and cause the 66½4 project to be completed and pay therefor
from the trust funds deposited to the project's account paying
any balance, less cost and expenses, to the cemetery company.
(7) Within 105 days after the end of the fiscal year of the
cemetery company, the trustee shall file a financial report of
the preconstruction trust Jund with the department.
(B)#t In lieu of the payments outlined hereunder to the
preconstruction trust fund the cemetery company may deliver
to the department a ge&4 &nti �&t eempletHm &¾' per
formance bond in an amount and by a surety company eempaniee
acceptable to the department.

Section 28.
read:
559.505

Section 559.505, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Attorney's feee.-

(1) In any civil litigation resulting from a transaction in
volving a violation of this part aet, except as provided in s.
559.37, the court may award to the prevailing party, after
judgment in the trial court and exhaustion of any appeal,
reasonable attorney's fees and costs from the nonprevailing
party in an amount to be determined by the trial court.
(2) Any award of attorney's fees or costs shall become a
part of the judgment and shall be subject to execution as the
law allows.
(3) Subsections (1) and (2) shall not apply to any action
initiated by the department.
Section 29.
read:

Section 559.51, Florida Statutes, is amended to

559.51 Penalties.-Any officer, director, or person � &#i-
eet'&; ti+� 91' � occupying similar status or perform
ing similar functions, of a � cemetery company which fails;
eemetery eales ��&ie&, eemetePy management ��
� &I' eemetery
&e � i-n tltte � fa.ili.ng to
make required deposits e&ntrib11ti0ns to the e&i'0 &n-tl ma+nte
n&nee 4;r.lffit HHtti 91' any &theP trust fund required by this
part, eeePOW -at; 0,p �t &ee&liH-t ft!! �+aed hePeiH; and
any director, officer, agent, or employee of a cemetery com
pany, eales �� management �n; 91' �
who makes any unlawful withdrawal of funds from any such
account, or who knowingly discloses to the department or an
employee thereof any false report made pursuant to s. 559.45
wl.4eft te �. or any person who willfully violates any of the
provisions of this part &et is guilty of a felony of the third
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
775.084.

e-�

Section 30.
read:

Section 559.515, Florida Statutes, is created to

595.515 C-ivil remedies.-Any person may bring a civil action
against a person or company violating the provisions of this
part in the circuit court of the county in which the alleged
violator resides or has his or its principal place of business,
or in the county wherein the alleged violation occurred. Upon
adverse adjudication, the defendant shall be liable for actual
damages or $500, whichever is greater. The court may, as pro
vided by common law, award punit,ive damages and may
provide such equitable relief as it deems proper or necessary,
including enjoining the defendant from further violations of
this act.
Section 31.
read:

Section 559.52, Florida Statutes, is amended to

559.52
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Burial without regard to race or color.-

e-e

(1) No � eh&U
t.l.e � � e+ t.1.e st&te th&t Ml
cemetery company eampaniee or other legal entity entH>iee con
ducting or maintaining any public or private cemetery eeme
� shall deny burial space to any person because of seU te
&l+ � &n-tl � aU deeeaeed ltttffl&n e-e+ngs en �
� � � te race or color. A cemetery company
or other entity operating any cemetery may designate �ng
� �Fete te ¥e+d &n-tl e+ ne � &ffeet. �we; !'\ilea
&nt! Peg11lati0ne, eantraets, tteetis, ete,, � � �a
e+ parts of cemeteries or burial grounds for the specific use
of persons whose religious code requires isolation. Church ceme
teries may limit burials to church members and their families.
Any jH'&g;;:&m ef� ffee b� � te veterans !J,fHH+ flet
oo- -� � &nr �meH-t- t&- p11Pehaee �
� i'ights 91' �ntl-i-ee &n-ft 8ft&ll � w+th ST �
(2) Any cemetery company or other legal entity which vio
lates vialating the provisions of this section is eh&U
guilty of
a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in
s. 775,083, and each violation of this section shall constitute a
separate offense.

e-e

Section 32.
read:

Section 559.521, Florida Statutes, is created to

559.521 Offering free burial rights.-No program offering
free burial rights shall be conditioned by any requirement to
purchase additional burial rights or merchandise. Any program
offering free burial rights shall comply with s. 817.415.
Section 33.
read:
559.525

Section 559.525, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Abandoned cemeteries.-

( l) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary,
a &JI-Y � e11bdivisi0n ef the et&te; et> &� county or
municipality; which has within its jurisdiction an abandoned
cemetery may, after undertaking a diligent search to locate
the owner of the cemetery, maintain the cemetery until the
owner is located and, upon the production of receipts verifying
the services performed, require the owner to reimburse the
p� eubdivieian, county; or municipality for such services.
(2) H A ��&! e"1bdivieien-; county; or municipality that
has maintained a cemetery pursuant to the provisions of sub
section (1) may Mi' & � e+ � e&Mee\i-Wffl menth5 91'-,
� pe,l+tH!&l eubdivisian, � 91' -� i,s �eti
to maintain an action at law to recover an amount equal to the
value of services rendered.
Section 34. Paragraph (b) of subsection
639.07, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
639.07
(1)

(1)

of section

Definitions.-As used in this chapter:

"Persons" means and shall include:

(b) Persons who are engaged in the preneed sale of burial
supplies and; &+rt who are not exempt under s. 699.20 a11th0Piilod
&fl-ft �Bileft � � f¥ e+ eh&ptei, oo9 te eng&ge ffi e\ieh
ea-le.
Section 35.
read:

Section 639.20, Florida Statutes, is amended to

639.20 Provisions not applicable to cemeteries holding cer
tificate of authority under Florida Cemetery Act.-The provi
sions of this chapter shall not be applicable to any person hold
ing a license 00-l't+fte&W e+ �ty te � & eemete}o/
under the provisions of part IV, chapter 559, or to any person
who is under any contractual relationship with any person
holding such license, as pertains to any transaction coming with
in the purview of the Florida 66½4 Cemetery Act.
Section 36. The relatives and descendants of any person
buried in a cemetery shall have an easement for ingress and
egress for the purpose of visiting the cemetery at reasonable
times and in a reasonable manner. The owner of the land may
designate the easement. If the cemetery is abandoned or other
wise not being maintained, such relatives and descendants may
request the owner to provide for reasonable maintenance of the
cemetery, and if the owner refuses or fails to maintain the
cemetery, the relatives and descendants shall have the right to
maintain the cemetery.
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Section 37.
read:

Section 559.530, Florida Statutes, is created to

559.530 Translation of cemetery contract.-A full trans
lation of any cemetery contract negotiated in a language other
than English must be provided to the buyer prior to signing.
A copy of the signed, translated contract shall be given to the
buyer and the original shall be retained by the company.

Section 38.
read:

Section 559.603, Florida Statutes, is created to

559.603 Disclosure of information to public.-// a licensee
offers to provide burial merchandise or services to the public,
he shall be subject to disciplinary action as provided in this
chapter if he:
(1) Fails to reasonably provide by telephone, upon request,
accurate information regarding the retail prices of burial
merchandise and services offered for sale by the licensee or
fails to disclose in response to a general telephone inquiry about
the licensee's offerings or prices and that price information is
available over the telephone.
(2) Fails to fully disclose all of his available services and
merchandise prior to the selection of burial merchandise. The
full disclosure required shall identify the prices of all services
and merchandise provided by the licensee.
(S) Makes any false or misleading statements of the legal
requirement as to the necessity of a casket or outer burial
container.

Section 39.
read:
559.606

Section 559.606, Florida Statutes, is created to

Solicitation.-

(1) The department is authorized to adopt rules regulating
the solicitation of burial rights, merchandise or services by
licensees or registrants.
(2) The department shall regulate such solicitation to pro
tect the public from solicitation which is intimidating, over
reaching, vexatious, fraudul1n1t, misleading, which utilizes undue
influence or which takes undue advantage of a person's ignor
ance or emotional vulnerability.
(3) The department shall regulate such solicitation which
comprises an uninvited invasion of personal privacy. It is the
expressed finding of the Legislature that the public has a high
expectation of privacy in one's personal residence and the
department by rule may restrict the hours or otherwise regu
late such solicitation in the personal residence of a person
unless the solicitation has been previously and expressly re
quested by the person solicited.
(4) Nothing in this act shall be construed to restrict the
right of a person to lawfully advertise, direct mail or other
wise communicate in a manner not within the definition of
solicitation, or solicit the business of anyone responding to
such communication or otherwise initiating discussion of goods
and services being offered.

Section 40. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Regula
tory Reform Act of 1976, as amended, part IV of chapter 659,
Florida Statutes, the Florida Cemetery Act, shall not stand
repealed on July 1, 1980, as scheduled by such act, but said
part, as amended, is hereby revived and readopted; except that
sections 559.331, 659.39, 559.40, Florida Statutes, shall stand
repealed on July 1, 1980, as scheduled by the Regulatory
Reform Act of 1976, as amended.
Section 41. Part IV of chapter 669, Florida Statutes, the
Florida Cemetery Act, is repealed on October 1, 1990, and
shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to the Regulatory
Reform Act of 1976, as amended.
Section 42. This act shall take effect July 1, 1980, and
if it becomes a law after that date, it shall operate retro
actively to July 1, 1980.
House Amendment 3 to House Amendment 1-On page 60,
lines 8-16, strike all lines inclusive
House Amendment 5 to House Amendment 1-On page 37, lines
26-30, strike "In addition, a contract for a casket, subject
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to the trusti11g requireme11ts of this section, entered into between
a cemetery company and a purchaser, shall be subject to can
cel/at.ion and JOO percent refund upon request by the purchaser
or the purchaser's agent for 1 year after the date of the con
tract." and insert: In addition, a contract subject to the trust
ing requirements of this section, entered into between a cemetery
company and a purcha.ser, shall be subject to cancellation and
90 percent refund upon request by the purchaser or the pur
chaser's agent.

House Amendment 6 to House Amendment I-On page 11, line
15, strike "30" and insert: 15
House Amendment 7 to House Amendment 1-On page 42,

line 6, strike "30" and insert: 16

House Amendment 8 to House Amendment 1-On page 41,
line 12, strike "30" and insert: 16
Amendment 2-On page 1, lines 1-31, strike all lines, all of
page 2, all of page 3 and through line 15 on page 4 and insert:
A bill to be entitled An act relating to the regulation of ceme
teries and cemetery companies; reviving, readopting, and amend
ing provisions of the Florida Cemetery Act; providing for
the regulation of cemetery companies by the Department of
Banking and Finance; amending s. 559.30, Florida Statutes;
providing a short title; creating s. 559.305, Florida Statutes;
providing a statement of purpose; amending s. 559.31, Florida
Statutes; exempting certain cemeteries; amending s. 659.32,
Florida Statutes; providing definitions; amending s. 559.33,
Florida Statutes; prohibiting operation of a cemetery without a
license; prescribing requirements for licensure; providing for a
fee; amending s. 559.34, Florida Statutes; providing procedures
for change of control of existing cemeteries; providing for a
fee; amending s. 559.35, Florida Statutes; providing for regu
lation of previously existing cemetery companies; amending s.
659.37, Florida Statutes; prescribing powers of the department;
authorizing examination of affairs of cemetery companies; pro
viding for an examination fee; creating s. 559.3703, Florida
Statutes; authorizing the challenge of rules; creating s. 559.3705,
Florida Statutes; authorizing the impoundment of certain prop
erty and the appointment of a receiver or administrator by a
circuit court; amending s. 559.371, Florida Statutes; prescribing
grounds for the issuance of a cease and desist order; amending
s. 559.373, Florida Statutes; providing civil penalties; creating
s. 559.375, Florida Statutes; providing disciplinary actions
against licensees; creating s. 559.377, Florida St�tutes; requir
ing notice of regulation; amending s. 559.38, Florida Statutes;
requiring the keeping and availability of certain records; amend
ing s. 559.405, Florida Statutes; authorizing cemetery compa
nies to perform certain functions; requiring certain disclosures;
amending s. 659.41, Florida Statutes; prohibiting the opera
tion of a cemetery without a care and maintenance trust fund;
requiring department approval of the trustee; prescribing pro
cedures for the administration of such fund; restricting the
lending of such funds; amending s. 559.42, Florida Statutes;
providing for the disposition of trust fund income and requiring
notice to consumers; creating s. 559.425, Florida Statutes;
prohibiting illegal tying arrangements; amending s. 559.43,
Florida Statutes; requiring certain deposits into the care and
maintenance trust fund; amending s. 559.44, Florida Statutes;
requiring financial reports; requiring inspection of the trust
fund; amending s. 559.4405, Florida Statutes; establishing li
ability; amending s. 559.441, Florida Statutes; prohibiting any
cemetery company from entering certain contracts without es
tablishing a merchandise trust fund and requiring certain in
formation to be specified on contracts; providing for the admin
istration and inspection of such trust fund; authorizing can
cellation of a contract between a purchaser and cemetery
company and providing for refunds; amending s. 559.45, Flo�
ida Statutes; requiring each cemetery company to -submit fi
nancial reports to the department; providing a penalty fee;
amending s. 559.46, Florida Statutes, and redesignating- said
section as s. 559.345, Florida Statutes; providing for a license
fee schedule; providing for disposition of fees; amending �569.481, Florida Statutes; requiring a minimum acreage of_ li
censees; providing conditions for sale or disposition; amending
s. 559.482, Florida Statutes; requiring the establishment of . a
preconstruction trust fund under certain circumstances; .r�qu1r
ing certain deposits into such fund; providing for adm1�nstra
tion of such fund; providing for refunds under certain circ�m
stances; amending s. 559.505. Florida Statutes; conforming
language; amending- s. 559.51, Florida Statutes; prohibiting false
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reports; providing a penalty; creating s. 559.515, Florida Stat
utes, providing civil remedies; amending s. 559.52, Florida Stat
utes; providing burial policies; creating s. 559.521, Florida
Statutes; prohibiting the offering of certain free burial pro
grams; amending s. 559.625, Florida Statutes; authorizing a
county or municipality to maintain an abandoned cemetery and
to seek reimbursement; amending ss. 639.07(l)(b), 639.20, Flor
ida Statutes; excluding from the applicability of chapter 639,
Florida Statutes, certain persons under a contractual relation
ship with persons licensed under part IV of chapter 559, Flor
ida Statutes; repealing s. 559.331, Florida Statutes, relating
to cemetery sales organizations, management organizations, and
brokers; reviving and readopting s. 559.47, Florida Statutes,
prohibiting the transfer of any license or unauthorized use
of any license; repealing s. 559.39, Florida Statutes, relating
to investigation of applications; repealing s. 559.40, Florida
Statutes, relating to certificates of authorization; granting an
easement for certain persons to visit cemeteries; creating s.
569.530, Florida Statutes, requiring translation of cemetery
contracts; creating s. 559.603, Florida Statutes, requiring cer
tain public disclosures by persons licensed under the act; creat
ing s. 559.606, Florida Statutes, requiring the department to
regulate solicitations of burial rights, merchandise, and services;
providing for future repeal of part IV of chapter 659, Florida
Statutes; providing a retroactive effective date.
House Amendment 9 to House Amendment 2-On page 1,
line 14 in the title insert: after "statutes;" add "amending the
license requirements;"
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Senator Dunn moved the following amendment to House
Amendment 2 which was adopted:
Amendment 1-0n page 4 in title, lines 21-23, strike "creating
s. 559.530, Florida Statutes, requiring translation of cemetery
contracts;"
On motions by Senator Dunn, the Senate concurred in the
House amendments as amended and the House was requested to
concur in the Senate amendments to the House amendments.
CS for SB 334 passed as further amended and the action
of the Senate was certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-34
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel
Nays-None

Frank
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
Johnston
MacKay
McClain

McKnight
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg
Stuart

Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware

Williamson
Winn

The Honorable Philip D. Lewis, President

Senator Dunn moved the following amendments to House
Amendment 1 which were adopted:

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passed with Amendments--

Amendment 1-0n page 27, line 5, strike the first "or" and
insert: and

By the Committee on Economic, Community and Consumer
Affairs and Senator DunnCS for SB 1293-A bill to be entitled An act relating to
compensation of county officials; amending s. 145.022(1), Flor
ida Statutes; relating to county officials' guaranteed salaries;
amending s. 145.09, Florida Statutes; prescribing the salaries of
supervisors of elections; amending s. 145.10, Florida Statutes;
increasing the base salary and group rate for property ap
praisers; prohibiting a decrease in certain property appraisers'
salaries; providing requirements for qualification therefor; re
quiring completion of a prescribed continuing education course
annually for continued qualification; amending s. 145.16(2),
Florida Statutes, adding members of district school board to a
list of county officials whose compensation may not be changed
by special laws or general laws of local application; amending
s. 145.19, Florida Statutes, providing definitions; providing for
the annual adjustment of county officers' salaries by a pre
scribed factor; amending and renumbering s. 145.041, Florida
Statutes; providing that laws which increase such base salaries
shall contain provisions on no other subjects; increasing the
base salary and group rate for members of the district school
board; eliminating an exception to the provision dealing with
district school board salaries; amending and renumbering s.
145.08, Florida Statutes; providing that laws which increase
such base salaries shall contain provisions on no other sub
ject; increasing the base salary and group rate of school
superintendents; providing speccial qualification salary for
school superintendents; providing requirements for qualifi
cations therefor; providing time limitations; requiring com
pletion of a prescribed continuing education course annually
for continued qualification; amending s. 145.012, Florida Stat
utes; providing for a special qualification salary for clerks of
the circuit court, sheriffs, supervisors of elections, superintend
ent of schools, and tax collectors; amending s. 145.051, Florida
Statutes; increasing the base salary and the group rate for
clerks of the circuit court and county comptrollers; providing
special qualification salary for clerks of the circuit court and
comptrollers; providing time limitations; requiring completion of
a prescribed continuing education course annually for continued
qualification; amending s. 145.071, Florida Statutes; increasing
the base salary and the group rate for sheriffs; providing for
a special qualification salary for sheriffs; providing require
ments for qualification therefor; providing time limitations; re
quiring completion of a prescribed continuing education course
annually for continued qualification; amending s. 943.21, Florida
Statutes; providing that the compensation provided in s.
145.071, Florida Statutes, is in addition to the salary incentive
in s. 943.22(2)(d), Florida Statutes; amending s. 145.11, Flor
ida Statutes; increasing the base salary and the group rate
for tax collectors; providing for a special qualification salary

Amendment 2-On page 27, llne 7, after the word "installa
tion" insert: and maintenance .
Amendment 3-On page 27, line 9, after the word "install"
insert: and maintain
Amendment 4-On page 28, line 22, strike the first "the" on
line 22 and insert: when such payments are received in install
ments, the percentage of the installment payment trusted must
be identical to the percentage payment received of the total
cost for the burial rights. The
Amendment 5-On page 33, line 1, after the word "of" insert:

initial

Amendment 6-On page 33, line 19, after the word "Each"

insert: initial

Amendment 7-On page 37, line 15, after the word "act"
insert: which relates to the negotiation, sale, or performance
of the contract

Amendment 8-On page 37, lines 18-19, strike ", which deter
mination shall be exempt from the provision of chapter 120"

Senator Dunn moved the following amendments to House
Amendment 5 to House Amendment 1 which were adopted:
Amendment 9-On page 1, line 2, after the word "contract"
insert: for a casket, vault, or other similar merchandise, or the
portion of a contract that includes such a purchase

Amendment 10-On page 1, line 4, strike "80" and insert: 70

Senator Dunn moved the following amendments to House
Amendment 1 which were adopted:
Amendment 11-On page 50, line 21, strike "chapter" and

insert: part

Amendment 12-On page 51, line 11, strike "or registrants"

FLORIDA CEMETERY ACT, CS/SB 334
1.

Cancellation of Contracts and Refund:

Staff Amendment #25 provides for 100% refundability to
the consumer when the contract for merchandise is cancelled.
This is the same as Chapter 639, Florida Statutes, which requires
funeral directors to refund 100%.
2.

Deposit of Trust Funds Upon Receipt:

Staff Amendments 18, 19 and 23 will require cemeteries
to deposit trust funds when received rather than when the contract
is fully paid four (4) years later.
3.

Registration of Preneed Sales Agents:

Section 470.028 requires funeral directors to register
their agents with the Department of Professional Regulation.
This was passed last session.
4.

Solicitation:

Section 470.026 authorizes the Department of Professional
Regulation to adopt regulations on solicitation of burial rights
and merchandise by funeral directors. This was passed last session.

5.

Itemization and Disclosure Requirements:

Sections 470.033, 470.034 and 470.034 provide for disclosure
and itemization as required in the FTC Report.
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The following is provided as an explanation of the
amendments to Committee Substitute for Senate Bill 334 which are
attached.
Amendment #1 sets forth definitions which are self
explanatory for terms which are used throughout the bill or in
subsequent amendments in this package. The definitions of "burial
merchandise" and ''burial service" were developed by me sine� the
terms are used throughout the bill. Definitions of "casket",
"solicitation", "outer burial container", and "personal residence",
come directly from Chapter 470 and become necessary if subsequent
amendments are adopted relating to itemization and solicitation.
Amendment #2 reduces the number of acres necessary for
an applicant to own for a proposed cemetery from 30 acres to 10
acres. The requirement for 30 acres is extremely restrictive by
creating a restrictive and anti-competitive financial burden for
those who would wish to enter cemetery business. The Department's
rationale as to the need for the 30 acre requirement is based on
their conclusion that $48,000.00 annually is required to maintain
a cemetery. A cemetery is required to place 10% of the purchase
price of burial rights in trust for perpetual care. How they
arrived at the $48,000.00 figure has never been explained to my
knowledge. In order to insure that the $48,000.00 is generated,
however, the Department assumes that each acre of land will yield
one thousand burial lots. The Department further assumes that
each lot will sell for $200 per lot and that the yield on invest
ment of the perpetual care fund will be 8%. Thus, to generate
$48,000.00 of income from the perpetual care fund, the corpus
must be $600,000.00 or 10% of $6,000,000.00 in sales. Based on
the Department's assumptions, 30 acres would be required to
generate $6 million, i.e., 30,000 lots sold at $200 per lot.
This logic is obviously full of falacious assumptions in that it
would obviously cost more to maintain 30 acres than 10 acres;
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current interest rates would generate far more than the 8%; an
acre of land provides sufficient area for more than 1,000 lots,
i.e., 1,500 lots per acre is more common; the cost of lots varies
from cemetery to cemetery, and often,exceeding $200 per lot; and
many cemeteries are using double-depth grave spaces, i.e., two
bodies per space, thus receiving more revenue per burial space.
It was also interesting to note until 1965 the law only required
10 acres.
Amendment #3. Cemeteries are presently required to file
with the Department the By-Laws {Rules and Regulations) of the
cemetery for approval. The law, however, does not establish
standards by which the Department shall approval or deny the by
laws submitted. Inclusion of this amendment clearly indicates
that the cemetery by-laws shall be judged by the same standard
as rules of the Department.
Amendment #4. The law presently allows the Department
to place a cemetery company which is in default in its trust
accounts into receivership by a petition to the circuit court.
There are presently two cemeteries in receivership with three
�ly in the near future. The law does not provide for
�on of a cemetery that has been placed in receivership.
A cemetery in Daytona which was placed in receivership some three
or four years ago, is still being operated by the receiver. The
inclusion of this amendment would allow the court to provide for
a judicial sale of a cemetery.
Amendment #5. Under the present law, when cemeteries
sell burial rights largely on a preneed basis, the contracts
provide that the individual purchaser shall have the right to
utilize cemetery space for burial. However, each cemetery
establishes its own fee for opening, and closing the grave, and
that fee is not included in the contract price. While most of
the contracts include a provision that there will be an additional
fee for opening and closing, consumers are often shocked at the
time of need to learn that the opening and closing cost may be
$200 or more in some instances. Inclusion of this provision will
insure that the consumer will be able to use the burial right
without further char..ge.s at a later date.
Amendment #6. This amendment is similar to Amendment
#3 in establishing a basis for approval or disapproval of cemetery
by-laws.
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Amendment #7 strikes the provision which allows a
cemetery to eliminate the competition in the area of installation
and sale of markers and monuments.
Amendment #8 strikes the word "complete" so that
deposits must be made into the care and maintenance trust fund
upon receipt of paym�> This would cure the chronic problem
at cemeterians l1ave with large deficits in their care and main
tenance trust funds when audited by the Department. Under the
existing law, a cemeterian is not required to place any funds
into trust until the contract is fully paid.
Amendment #9 strikes the wo� It is necessary
to require cemeteries to place funds in trust when received, rather
than 30 days after they have received the final payment on the
contract.
Amendment #10 would require cemeterians to place the
entire amount due to the care and maintenance trust fund, which is
due under a contract,which has been pledged as security as a loan.
This is consistent with the existing provisions that the same
procedure is required if the contract is sold or discounted.
-!--Amendment #11 removes the provision for trusting of
merchandise at 110% of wholesale purchase price which is roughly
the equivalent of 40% of the retail price or less and replaces
the section with a provision for 100% trusting of all amounts
received on the purchase price of the contract. The cemeterians'
position is that the law only required that there be sufficient
funds in trust to purchase the merchandise at the time the merch
andise is to be delivered. Under the provisions of Chapter 639
which are applicable to funeral directors in selling the same
merchandise, a 100% is required since the consumer may cancel the
contract at any time and receive back all the monies paid in on
the contract.
It is obvious the issue relative to the amount necessary
to trust is directly tied to whether contracts for the purchase
of burial merchandise should be cancellable. Our position with
regard to cancellability,I believe, is consistent with the inter
est of the consumer and in keeping with the concepts espoused by
the Federal Trade Commission, i.e., that funeral or burial merch
andise is of such a nature that the consumer should be able to
cancel the contract since a resale value of a casket or vault or
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other merchandise is negligable when such a merchandise is in the
hands of the consumer. There are numerous other arguments with
regard to this issue which we could discuss after you have had
an opportunity to review the entire bill.
Amendment #12 will not be needed if Amendment #11 is
passed. If it is not passed , however , this amendment would be
required to insure that funds received in payment of contracts
for burial merchandise is placed in trust upon receipt,rather
than four or seven years after the contract has been entered into.
This again will avoid the serious problem with regard to deficits
in the merchandise in trust funds.
Amendment #13 provides for the canceJJabili�y of con
tracts for burial merchandise,and includes provisions which would
make the sale of burial merchandise under 559 consistent with the
sale of the same merchandise under the provisions of 639.
Amendment #14 has the same purpose as Amendment #10 in
that a cemetery company would be required to fund its trust
obligation immediately on contracts which it p�edged as security
for a loan.
Amendment #15 provides for a minimum of 10 acres of land
for a cemetery, rather than 30.
Amendment #16.

Same as Amendment #15.

Amendment #17 would require that once a cemetery company
has sold one-fourth of the available spaces in a mausoleum, begin
construction of the mausoleum. Under the existing law , the entire
mausoleum can be sold out, yet the cemetery is not required to
vbegin construction until fi_ve years after the mausoleum has been
approved by the Department.
Amendment #18 requires a cemetery company to refund
the monies paid on a contract for mausoleum space if the space was
not available at the time the purchaser needed to use the space.
Amendment #19 will be a new section which tracks the
language included in Chapter 470 with regard to the registration
of agents selling preneed sales contracts. It is often the case
that a sales agent for a cemetery company makes misleading or
false statements to the consumer. When the consumer learns that
he has been misled and confronts the cemetery company, he is told
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that the individual did not have the authority to make such state
ments, and is no longer with the cemetery company. Registration
would provide a mechanism whereby those individuals who, in an
effort to make sales, mislead the consumer public, would not be
allowed to continue to sell.
Amendment #20 creates a new section giving the Depart
ment the authority to regulate solicitation. This is identical
to the language provided in Chapter 470.
Amendment #21 creates a new section similar to the pro
visions of Chapter 470 requiring the disclosures suggested by
the Federal Trade Commission.
It is our feeling that proposed legislation which I
provided to you earlier which created a single law for the
trusting of funeral and burial merchandise, is a better concept
than amending Senate Bill 334 and trying to make it a workable
statute.
After you have had an opportunity to review these
amendments and that proposed legislation, we will be in a better
position to discuss the critical issues.
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RE:

ISSUES ON CEMETERY CHAPTER
CHAPTER 559, PART IV, CS FOR SB 334

I.

I I.

5'

Scope of regulation - who does chapter apply to? (Page 5 of the
bill)
1) All private cemeteries are required to be licensed and
regulated by state government (Department of Banking and
Finance).
2) However, certain exemptions from regulation were created
in the past, but have slowly eroded.
3) Exemptions now are: Church cemeteries operated prior to
June 23, 1976 are exempt but new church cemeteries would
need a license and would need 30 unencumbered acres to
start up unless they are less than five acres and provide
only single level burial plots.
4) Municipal and county cemeteries.
5) Others.
Requirements for entry (Page 9-10)
1) Need a license from state.
2) $600 fee, use to be $500, thought by some that fee is
too low, because regulation does not pay for itself,
$250 annual renewal fee, $150 per day for inspection
of books.
3) Department must determine need for a new cemetery by
considering various factor_s____Senate adds new language:
In order to promote competition, Department can waive
need criteria to insure 2 cemeteries per county.
4) $25,000 in a care and maintenance trust fund (for upkeep
and development of grounds, etc.).
Charles R. R:rnson, St.a ff Director
220 House Office Building, Tallahassee, Florida 32104
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III.

5)

30 unencumbered fee simple title of contiguous acres
of land (may be difficult to obtain, especially in
south Florida and therefore may restrict entry
unnecessarily). However, after a license is obtained,
the land can be mortgaged with the approval of the
Department.

6)

Applicant must "demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
Department that he possesses the ability, experience,
financial stability, and integrity".

What type of regulation - The main areas of regulation are
how much of the money which cemeteries receive from selling
burial plots and merchandise on a pre-need basis should be
put in trust for the consumer and how much and in what basis
do the cemeterians get to use the money to develop and
maintain a cemetery and make a profit.
There are two types of trust funds: care and maintenance
and merchandise.
Senate bill requirements for trusting
amounts are:
C&M (page 26 ) - From all sums received from completed calls
ofburial rights - 10% for graves, 10% mausoleums, etc.
BUT deposits to the fund do not have to be made until 30 days
following the close of the calendar month in which final
payment is received, and the final payment must be received
in 4 years.
Thus, the company gets to use the money for 4 years before
it has to be deposited.
Merchandise Trust Fund (page 29 ) - Hust put in 110� of
wholesale purchase price, must put it in within 7 years
so can use money for several years.
If the contract money is discounted, the money must be paid
in full within 30 days.
The cemeterians say they need the money to start up their
cemeteries and to develop and maintain them. The funeral
directors must put in 100% of retail under Chapter 639,
not 470 which is the F.D. statute.

IV.

Whether and under what circumstances a contract can be cancelled - ��
Funderal director contracts can be cancelled whenever the
consumer wants and they get a 100% refund of money paid in,
back, but with no interest.
The Senate bill adds a provision to the cemetery bill that
says a contract for the sale shall include conditions, if any,
under which the contract may be cancelled or a refund give_n_
or performance substituted.
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V.

Bylaws (page 22)
The bill allows a cemetery to write its own bylaws with
approval of the Department. The funeral directors want
these bylaws to be subject to approval, under certain
standards, i.e., the same standards that the Department
must meet. These are the same standards we prescribed
for DPR last year. (See p.15 for Dept. standard.)

VI.

Discipline of Cemeterians (page 18 ) - The bill adds a
discipline section for cemeterians. Its very similar to
the sections we put in the Practice Acts last year. It,
among other things, requires disclosure of services,
merchandise and prices available to the consumer. The
funeral directors want more requirements in this section
similar to their chapter.

VII.

VIII.

Illegal tying arrangements (page 25 ) - This section was
added on the Senate floor. The cemeterians don't like it.
It prohibits cemeterians from requring that you buy only
their monuments or markers.
Some cemeterians have prohibited monuments bought from
from anybody but themselves in their cemeteries.
Miscellaneous
1) The provisions for going to court to obtain an injunction
and civil penalty are poorly drafted (page 14 & 17).
2) When a cemetery goes broke and is in receivership, there
is no provision for disposition when in receivorship.
3) Others - please see memo from Doug Stowall representing
the Funeral Directors.
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I.

SUMMARY
A.

Present Situation -- The Florida Cemetery Act, Chapter 559,
Part IV, F.S., is repealed effective July 1, 1980, pursuant
to the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, unless reenacted by
the Legislature.
Cemetery companies are licensed by the Department of Banking
and Finance and are required to maintain certain trust funds.
All cemetery companies must maintain a care and maintenance
trust fund to provide for the perpetual upkeep of the cemetery.
A cemetery company must maintain a merchandise trust fund if
it sells merchandise or services which will not be delivered
within 120 days after the sale. A cemetery company which
sells space in a mausoleum or bank of belowground crypts
prior to the construction of the mausoleum or bank is required
to establish a preconstruction trust fund. An applicant must
pay an initial filing fee of $500 and, if approved for licensure,
must pay an annual license fee of $250 and a fee of $150 per
man-day when audited.
Cemetery sales organizations, cemetery management organizations,
and cemetery brokers are also licensed by the department.
Sales and management organizations contract with cemetery
companies to provide services to the companies. Brokers
arrange the sale of merchandise between legal entities other
than cemetery companies. License fees are $400 for sales and
management organizations and $200 for brokers. The annual
renewal fee is $250.

B.
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Effect of Proposed Changes -- The statute would be amended
to improve wording and organization.
The bill provides for each cemetery company to deposit into the
Care and Maintena�ce Trust Fund and the Merchandise Trust Fund upon
each payment received on a pro rata basis.
New cemeteries would be audited twice a year rather than
annually to protect against trust deficits.
The department shall not approve bylaws which restrict
competition.
The format of all contracts must be approved by the department.
Cemetery companies selling mausoleum or crypt space prior to
construction would be required to make refunds upon the
purchaser's request if construction were not completed on time.
Withdrawals could be made from the preconstruction trust fund
as construction proceeded and in the event a purchaser accepted
a substitute crypt. A cem�tery company must start construction
of a mausoleum within 4 years after the first space is sold,
or when 50% of the mausoleum spaces are sold, whichever occurs
first.
Cemetery companies would be required to post notice of regulation.
Applicants would pay filing fees set by department rule not
exceeding $600. Also, all renewal fees would be based on
annual income.
The statute would specify 17 grounds for disciplinary action
by the department.
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The department could issue subpoenas and institute proceedings
to recover trust fund shortages. The department is given
authority to assess administrative fines.
The statute would allow a person to bring a civil action
against a cemetery company for violation of this part.
The defendent would be liable for actual damages or $500,
whichever is greater.
The statute provides a contract must be written in the same
language it was negotiated.
New sections have been added concerning disclosure and
solicitation.
Any purchaser can cancel a contract and obtain a full refund
if the purchaser can show an intentional violation of this
act. If the company wishes to refute the showing, it may
request the department to determine the sufficiency of the
showing. This determination shall be exempt from the pro
vision of Chapter 120. In addition, a contract for a casket
may be cancellable for any reason for a one year period of
time with a 100% refund upon request.
Funds deposited in trust pursuant to this part shall not be
loaned to any cemetery company or persons who are directly
or indirectly engaged in the cemetery business.
Permits church cemeteries to limit burials to church members
and their families.
Grants an easement for visitation and maintenance to relatives
and descendants of deceased persons buried in small family
cemeteries on private property.

This bill would prohibit illegal tying arrangements. Section
559.425 would prohibit a seller of a grave space to mandate
the consumer of the space to purchase the seller's marker or
monument. The section would also provide that no cemetery
company shall charge a fee for installation of a marker or
monument which exceeds the maximum installation fee set by
the department.

Cemetery sales organizations, cemetery management organizations,
and cemetery brokers would not be regulated. Chapter 639, F.S.,
"Burial Insurance and Contracts," would be amended to provide
that the persons who contract with cemetery companies would
not have to be licensed pursuant to that chapter.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE
A.

Public -- Applicants could be required to pay a maximum
filing fee of $600.
Renewals will no longer be $250 for all cemetery companies;
but will be $500 for cemetery companies with an annual gross
income of above $500,000 and $100 for companies below $100,000
annual gross income, and $300 for all cemeteries in between.
The department will still obtain the same amount of revenue
from renewals under this new arrangement.
The provision which demands that trusting or any payment
begin immediately on a pro rata basis may cause a higher
audit fee for each cemetery.

B. Government -- The department estimates a revenue loss of
approximately $4,750 annually as a result of the deregulation
of cemetery sales organizations, cemetery management organizations,
and cemetery brokers. The department does not anticipate any
change in expenditures.
Fees would continue to be deposited in the department's
Regulatory Trust Fund.
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COMMENTS:
There are 164 cemetery companies, 15 sales organizations, and
4 management organizations licensed in Florida . There are no
cemetery brokers currently licensed.
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